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ABSTRACT

The primary purpose of this study was to improve the social status

in target classrooms through the impleMentation of an in situ Computer-
.

Assisted Teacher Training System (CATTS) intervention. This was facili-

tated by using a three-stage evaluation model which stressed input, process,

and product variable interactions. The input variables were defined as

the pupils' pretest sociometric scores; the process variables were defined
r

by classroom interactions as they. were modified through CATTS intervention;

and the product variables were defined by the pupil posttest sociometric

scores:

This study was implemented in a field-based public school setting

200 miles away from the Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped

(CITH) computer laboratory. Sixteen elementary school teachers and 32 low

social status children were the target populations. A sociometric instru-

ment was administered at beginning of the study to identify the

low-status children in the classroom. In each classroom, two low-status

children were selected.on the basis of Ytaving the lowest rankings in the

Class on the sociometric measures.. Classrooms (n ,=.. 16) were randomly

divided into two matched groupS' based on initial baseline data on the

teacher low-status pupil interactive classroom behavior. During the treat7

ment phase, teachers in Group 1 (n = 8) received 12 CATTS post-session

feedback opportunities in the format of/ hardcopy computer printouts, which

were profiles of the teacher interactions with low-status children.

Teachers in Group 2 (n = 8) receyVed only 7 sessions with CATTS post-
.

session hardcopy computer printout feedback. At the enclof tie study,

posttest sociometric measures were administered to all chi It was



hypothes zed that the rejected children would significantly improve in

their so 1 status. Classroom participation among the teacher and

target children was predicted to increase as a function of the CATTS

intervention. It was also predicted that the classroom interactions of

teachers would directly relate to the posttest scoresof the rejected

pupils and significantly increase from pre- to posttesting periods.

Data revealed thateachers increased their frequency of giving

positive reinforcement and asking questions in the classroom as a result

of the CATTS data phone intervention. The results also showed that the

low-status pupils increased in their classroom interactions from baseline

to treatment phases. More importantly, a stepwise multiple regression

analysis revealed that the improvement in posttest scores was signifi-

cantly related to the increase in teacher interactions in the classroom.

This study suggests that teacher behavior can be modified so that it

positively affects the sociometric status of rejected children in the

classroom.

4
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

There has been much controversy in recent years concerning the defi-

'

cient quality of education in our school syitems. Criticism comes from

many who believe that pupils are not .redeiving adequate education for the

billions of tax,doliars f--,

administrators are being

7.nnu al ly into edgc. ''on. Teachers

able for the 6.AU. Tonal, service they

provide, and they are being detonstrat,.. effectiveness cf

these services (Ruzker, 194; iOst--- Mecklenberiv, . Wilson, 1973;m-11:_ies,

1973; Wilson, 1969). Consecr_ ly trend n t educatior 7a3e.arch

has been toward analyzing th

for teacher performance (Gag

-ocess Of:teaching a.-,

1968;

f?mphasizing

',nine, 1971

As a' response to educ

emphasis on teacher perfo

tion agencies have begun

ments (Burdin, 1971; Elam

de:nar -. and the 'new

training' prograr. and certifica-

-arformance recuire-7. c omp 6 t en cy az. E,

1; Sch7:2ider, 1973; -ur 1972). Competency-

or performance-based teacher education (CBTE) programs are based on three

necessary components: (a) competencviskills are stated in' behavioral terms,

(b) criteria for assessing t=ie competencies of teachers are made explicit

and public, and (c) :teacher:7 are held accountable for meeting these cri-

teria (Burdin, 1971; Elam, 1971'; Semmel 6 Semmel, 19 Shalock, 1971).

ComPetencybased (CBTE) programs also emphasize field settings, proto6O1

and training materials, systematic progress, exit requirements and. system-
,

atic feedback (Andrews, 1972; Burke, 1972; Elam, 1971 Schneider, 1973),
4

Because CBTE Program's focus ons,i-he act of teaching, there is a need*

to develop sufficiently sensitive measurement tools for assessing the
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teaching process. Many educators'have developed observation instruments

whidh record teacher-pupil behavior in classroom settings (e.g., "Flanders,

1967; Semmel'& Myers, 1971;, Simon f Boyer; 1970). Observation-instruments

focus on teache performance and are capable of systematically measuring

and feeding back relevant performince information',

Observkion instruments render a systematic, record!of teaching acts

and scrutinize the procesS of teaching by taking into account each incident
- 4.-

.

of Interaction that occurs (Flanders, 1970). Many pbservation; 'instruments

, e 7

have been developed. Some focus'onlhe cognitive or affective domain, 1

- iwhile others are-combinations of the two domains (Simon & Boyer, 1970),

"\ Observation tools allow educatprs to set-up specific behavioral objectives

.'

to be met by teachers, suggest particular-trikKing methoirfor the teachersi
.

.
...

and usually pi.ovide reliable measures for attainment of specific teaching
-.

.

skills (Semmel.F Thiagarajan, 1973). Thus, observation instruments.are

clearly, useful for building specific teacher competencies (Amidon, 1970;

'Bondi, 1970-; "Flanders, 1970; Semmel &Thiatwajan, 1973).

The recoAized futility of searching for teacher characteristics as

predictors of teaching success (Dunkin F. Biddle, .1974), the growing diss'at-

isfadtion with present approaches to teacher education- (kosner 4 Kay, 1974),

the availability of more and better analytictoois in teacher edUcation

(Flanders, 1974), and the demand for greater accountability (Riles, 1973)

have given riseto.cOmpetency-based teacher education (Andrews, 1972;
e ,

'_Burdin, 1971; Elam, 1971; Shaloc '19711. 4 Rosner (1974) suggests:kc.

Competency - based, teacher eddcation is not an end in-ittelf.
It is a proce4S of moving .from' the present ambiguqus state of
teacher education to a more clearly articulated program of pr9-
fessional education. Competency -based teacher education CBTE)
is a transitional,poder for establishing teach r education on
A firm theoretical and empiridal base uli,imately diretted to

''''

the improved.delivery.Of,e0ucational se- ices (p. 295).'
'". . .
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Inservice Education

Surveys of inservice education reveal that it an antiquated

system which-has not changed in the past 40 years (Bowman, Freeman,

.01son A Pieper, 1973; Buskin, 1970; Edelfelt, 1972; Goodlad, 1969;

Johnston, 197111- Richey, i957; :Rubin, 1970): _InserVice programming

was instituted primarily as a fpnction of the increase in numbers of:
4

schdols,and classes, a shortage of teachers, and a large number.of
,

nondegree teachers (Richey',' 1936). Yet none of these conditions'

obtain today The field of education is currently witnessing a de-

crease in school enrollments and a surplus.bf teachers, many Of whom.

are overqualified. However, the/p rPeth.ion of an outmoded inservice'}

training system continups.
.

program
. o

Most inservice content :is f?agmented, repetitious, and
, J

"unmeaningful to classroom ,teachers. Typical of,inervice prod6ming.
P.'

. 4

are workshops, visits to atiler teachers'-class ooms study groups, and

Sept
/

ember orientations. 5uskin (1970) reported that once teachers

finished inservice workshops and, returned to their classrooms11"the

number of changes carried over -into the regular year by ;teachers Was.

slight (p.22) ." He ,emphasized that adinistrators may have to admit

that inservice, as it exists today, has little, if any, impact on

the classroom. .

-AL
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In addition;_ post inserArce training is inconveniently scheduled for

the classroom teacher (rpwrian et al., 1973; Roberts, 1964). grogramminF

usually occurs after school hours, in the late afternoon or evening; on

. Saturday or during' summer recess or other leaesT:.f-abSen,p. Yet, as

Roberts (1964) points out, "the inservice program will not be as strong
I ,

as it would be if.it were recognized that some important experience can

occu; only during school time (p.. 20)."

Inservice education is held most often on college or university

coMpuses, admini'stlative centers, -or educational materials centers (Re-',

s-hields, 1971; Ga,zda,,,1970; Jaski, 1973; Roberts,- 1964). iTeachers are

'obliged to leave their classroom in order to gain new skills: Dyer (1968).,

Katz (1972), and Turner (1972) suggpt that tie teacher's. Flassroom is the

most nprturant atmosphere for gaining new teaching-skills. Yet a review

othe literature indicates most *inservice activities do.noi incorporate

the teacher's classroom environment (Johnston, 1973; Rubin; 1973).

Involvement of teachers in-most inservice education:activities-is.

minimal (Crabbs, 1972;r-delfel, 1972; Johnston, 1973). Howev r, mbst
. .

research on learning shows that acti e ,participants in the learning pro-
.,

cess wilyearn.at a higher rate than observers. fik review 'of inservice

training indicates that, most teachers listen to speakers,-wata films or

other media, or observe a demonstrati of teaching-methods (Buskin, 1970.;

Mauth, 1962). The fact that most d are passive learners in inser-

vice training programs may aarount, in part, for the minimal retenp.on and

4

transfer effects (Crahhs, 1972; Johnston, 1973).

Too often, inservice programs are seen by both teachers and admini-

stators as "speciale,aeivities, not integrally related to the regular

school progra.m. Teachers tend to see inservice'education a9 a Series of

*),
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meetings' whichi, when terminated, will complete inservice education,until
-

a new topic can be -initiated. Once 'the inservice meetings are over, the ,

topicscovered*aie usually_forgotten. Inservice.training.gis not usually

(

though(' as part of a tontinuous attack upon important daily profes-
/

sienal.problelis which must,_be faced if edUcatiOn is.toiMprove in the

futui.

Traitors seein to have only themselves to blame for teacher indiffer-

enc9 to inservice education topics-. Wiest programming ends at the inservice'

workshop, and the transfer o teathin to the classroom is never
.;(

measured. Adcordipg to Mauth (1962),.. "Unless actual- feedback occurs, there

is no more edUcational defense for an inservice program-for teachers, than

for a classroom program Which ha/ nF o influen-ceonthe out -of- school beha-

vier-of children (p. .':1^IFygC teachers attempt to implement a skill

learned during an inservice meeting, they generally receive no systematic

feedback on their, performance in the classroom.

Evaivation'techniques of inservice education are most, often inadequate

because they hay" neither a formative nor a summative component for evalu-

ating teacher skill growth (Buskin, 1970) . Usually, program evaluation

consists of a checklist that characterizes the workshop "leaders." Further-

more, it appears that inservice education trainers,will perpetuate the

antiquated, system of evaluation as long as the present mods*of training

Are -enCouraged.

ttiS' concluded from the above discussion that'most contemporary in-

service education efforts are ineffecti and irrelevant to the needs of

teachers. Rubin (1970), in a survey of .service programs, found:

Most inservice programs are sporad-c and disorganized. There
A

was no attempt to deSign programs to accommodate individual
differences in teachers. Most programs were designed as if
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:iil.teachets were the same. Most often university personnel
were usedAtt,trainees and their understanding of the classroom
was often peiIpli,,eral. And schooladministrators and supervisors
seldom had the n4essary time to devote to trainino most.pro-
grams did.not take'*.to account the wide divergence of teaching
conditions in different schools and the different pressures
teachers had from various types of students, communities, and
parents (p. 23).

,

Application of Technology to Inservice Teacher Education

Turner (1972) emphasized that an innovative direction for inservice

training was the use of new technology. He described a model of inservice

'education that would: utilize an,on-line, real -time computer; take place

in the classroom during the school day;' be individUally suited to a teadh-

er's-particular classroom needs; assure the teacher's active participation;

and give immediate. feedback to the teacher on hiS/her performance. Turner

(1972) states:

- a forthcoming development in computer utilization in teacher
inservice education lies iri:the use of small, inexpefisive
real-time coMputers'which are connected on-line to'classrooms.
One method of using this type of system is to code the behavior
of the teacher in the classrdom as it occurs; transmit it to
the computer for virtually instant analysis, and transmit the
analyzed behavior back to the teacher'so that he/she has
continuous feedback about-his own instruction (p.' 20).

Although not cited by Turner, Semmel has been developing a Computer-
,

. j
Assisted Teacher Training System (CATTS) since 1968. CATTS-is based on a-

closed-loop cybernetic feedback system. The system produces immediate in-
\

session or post4-sessionfeedback to a teacher trainee on his/her specific

. ,

teaching behaviors within microseconds of the event's occurrence (Semmel,

11968; Semmel, Olson, & Weiske, 1971; Semmel, 1975).

CATTS is designed to input classroom data, which are observed by a

trained coder, on-line to a computer system. These data are instantaneously

analyzed by a small on-line computer, and feedback is generated in micro-

) seconds. Basically, CATTS reduces the tedious work of processing and
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analyzing observation data.
4

The CATTS configuration has been successfully demonstrated in pre-

service teacher education laboratory settings (Kreider, 1969; Schmitt 1969;

Semmel, 1968; Semmel E Sitko, 1973; VanEvery, 1971; Weaver, 1969). Many

educators would agree that preservice training is an important phase in

teacher education, but that it certainly should not be the only focal

point'of research endeavors (Rosner 4 Kay, 1974; Shalock, 1971; Turner,

1972). The CATTS system has particular potential as an inservice training

tool if adapted for community settings.

It thus appears timely to focus CATTS on inservice teacher-training

problems. Survey of the research indicates that inservice education in

field settings needs greater attention. There is a current need to develop

new, effective delivery systems for training teachers because of the anti-

quated condition of most inservice programs today.

Modifying CATTS for Inservice Teacher Training

CATTS can be modified to reach field settings. With modifications,

CATTS can use the teacher's classroom for inservice education without

forcing the teacher to leave the room. Inservice education could be indi-

vidually suited to specific teacher needs and.provide immediate feedback

to teachers about their teaching behavior in the classroom.. Inservice

education could also be conveniently structured so that there would be no

interruptions in the daily classroom routine. Thus, it appears that CATTS

is at a stage of development that warrants its integration and validation

in field settings away from the university laboratory.

Semmel (1972) described a configuration that makes inservice CATTS

possible through the use of a data phone delivery system. The data phone

system is a long-distance telephone link between a computer center and

tJ
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a public school classroom.',A trained observer is located in the field-

centered classroom, where he/she codes a teacher's performance on an obser-

vation system, recording the. interactions on a TOUCH-TONE telephone. The

telephone is linked, by a long-distance telephone line, to a PDP-12 computer

at the Teacher Education Laboratory (TEL) located at the Center for Inno-
efL,

vation in Teaching the Handicapped (CITH) in Bloomington, Indiana. The

data input is received by the computer, which is programmed to analyze

the'input. The computer then transmits the feedback on a9teletype printer

to the teacher in the field setting within minutes of the coded teacher

and/or pupil performance.

In general, modifying CATTS for inservice has-great potential as

.being an efficient educational tool. Since CATTS can be made readily

available 'in any remote setting with access to a telephone, educational

concerns such as inservice training can be easily updated. Research indi-

cates that there is a growing demand for inservice to educators who teach

the disadvantaged, retarded or learning disabled (Dunn, 1968; Semmel, 1972).

Hence, a timely use of CATTS would appear to be in educational settingc

where "special" education problems exist.

Purpose of to Study

The purpose of this study was to improve the low social status of

rejected children in target elementary school classrooms through the imple-

mentation of an in situ CATTS intervention. This was facilitated by using

a three-stage model which stressed input, process, and prodUct variable

interactions. The:input variables have been defined as the pupils' pretest

scores on a sociometric instrument; the process variables have been defined

as the effects of CATTS in modifying classroom interactions; and the product

variables were defined as the pupils' posttest scores on the sociometric



instrument (see Figure 1).

In order to implement this sociometric ch, study, the Computer-..

Assisted Teacher Training System (CATTS) data phone configuration 'vitas used

in .a remote field setting. The CATTS inservice model encouraged teachers

to interact positively with low-status children. The teach, were asked

to increase these specific interactions: (a) ask more high i low-level

questions of the low-status children; (b) call on the lov

by name more frequently; (c) answer questions which low--

ask; (d) make encouraging, supportive statements to the

(e) give positive, feedback; and (f) encourage the low/ -st;

This study was designed- to demonstrate the effects c diate post -

session feedback on the behavior of the teacherk in their action

participate in classroom discuSsions.

children

aildren

as children;

Lldren to

with low-status children. The interest-wa in demonstrat_:17 aat teachers

increase their interactions with rejected children as a funct:on of re-

ceiving immediate CATTS feedback on'their teaching cbehayior:. Ultimately,

the classroom dynamics were expected to qhange such that the rejected
t

/

children became more accepted by/their classmates,/as eviden:a.d by positive

i

change scores.upon sociOmetrio/pOsttesting:

/.
The following chapter

/
reViews the 'literatu/re relevant tc :he specific

/

k ,

issues concerning the probl/ em investigated in the current stuay.

/
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CHAPTER IIp.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A review of the literature on sociometric "status and teacher educa-

tion feedback techniques is' the concern of this chapter. These specific

areas of the literature are reviewed because the present study Avestigated

the effect of the Computer-Assisted Teacl ,r Training System (CA' -S) post-

session-feedback as an intervention in changing the low social status of

rejected children.

Sociometric Status

Sociometric Measurement

Moreno (1934) pioneered the development tech-

nique

Sociometric test teph-

nique which evaluated the extent to which pupils are accepted b their

peers and assessed the internal social structure of a group. Sociometric

. tests require peers to choose a given number Of associates for some group

activity or situation. The basis for the choice is commoniy referred to

as the sociometric question or sociometric criterion (Gronlund, 1959).

0

The number of times that each'individual is chosen is referred to as his/-

her sociometric status. Each subject then receives a score indicating, the ,

number of positive (and/or negative)' choices he/she received The pattern

of choices determines the,child's status as star, rejectee or .neglectee, etc.

Sociometric instrumentation has been repeatedly shbwn to be reliable

and valid in assessing the internal structure of a classroom (Bonney, 1943,
-

1946;.Gronlund, 1955, 1956; Grossman,& Wrighter, 1948). The most exten -t

sive studies conducted on the reliability question have been those by

Bonney (1955). He lookes1 at the stability of'sociometricrstatus scores .

over one-year intervals for a four-year period. Initially, he gave a
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sociometric test to a group of second graders (N = 45) and then adminis-
.

4 ,

. i .
.

.

tered the test repeatedly at yparly intervals'up tb theififth grade. Th
,

stability of this com ,us score was evaluat a1

correlating the pupil c status between the ari

grade levels. Stabilit anged from .67, to .84 for the one-

yetr intervals between :c. xade levels. Hence, Bonney cimon-
.

strated that sociometr- is 1 i a number of sociometric cther: ..

t,

has a relatively high ( )f .ty over a period of.severai year:

Gronlpnd (1955), in ,:udy boys and 626 girl at the six-ii-

grade level, tried tC\ Aetrmir i:-!rit to which sociometric status t

reliable for three di Fe T : c Ruestions. He looked at the .choi

of seating companion, we .:. coml. Ad, clay companion. The mean corr

lation coefficients r-nged from .86 for boys, and from .76 to .89

for girls. The highest correlat were between the seating companion

and work companion choices for bo17. es. The lowest correlations were

between play and work criteria. 7.1at.vely high degree of correl.--.or

(r = .75) points to general hig. ability faCtor ope

choice process.

.
-.

1 Studies thus far re,iewed hav )een concerned' with the gene .i. stabil-
.

4 ,

ity of results. Even though a relatively high degree of stability has

been indicated, there are data indicatipg that even more stability occurs

at the extreme sociometric status positions (Gronlund, 1955; Thompson &

Powell, 1951). These studies demonstrated /that?, 'stars and,rejeCtees tend to

shift less in sociometric positions than those in the middle or average

sociometric status categories. This would illustrate that high and low

sociometric positions are more stable than the average sociometric rankings,._
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Valid,f. 4 ,ociometric instruments have been based oft

comp& ins of to judgments d sociometric test results. . 111 one

meta , of va -1 teachers wet requested to predict the felative.

acce7. their Pupia, and these jpdgmen s were then comp:- '

with resu: sociorie -ic instrument. Gage, , and Stone

compare;;

classes

required select five' children in'their :classroom Whcim they would,

Like t: j.r!' ;mates if tie classroom were split in half. The

13

-MeiltS of 10 teachers in fourth-, fifth-, and §ixthigrade
f

resAts' from. d sociometric test. ',they used' .test whi

teaches -2(.1 to Predict which five children each pupil wou-4.

choose at on of = .48 was found for the teachers.

This i

and th

1 ,chc

to rank-orde,, pupi according acceptE oy their classmates. )

;r :e of relationship between the sociometric ,t

ons.
A

ociometric test validation, teachers were

cZ studio. , the r Iationship)petWeen the teachersYjudgments

and the lociometric results was determined by correlating the teachers'

rank-order predictions of their pupil' acceptance, with the pupils' actu
/

rankings, based on the number of sociometric-,choices each pupil received

(Gronlund, 1951, 1955, 1956, 1958, 1959).

In general, studies of reliability and validity of sociometric choice

tend t&'indicate that: (a) sociometric status scores are more stable if

they are based on several sociometric criteria ( Bonney, 1955; GronlUnd, 1955,

1959); (b) the longer subjects have known one another prior to the first test,

the greater the consistency in sociometric judgments between test and retest

(Bonney, 1955; Grnlund, 1955); (c) the larger the number of discriminations

_ required by the instrument, the greater the consistency of sociometric

-'



le

'ivagments. be 3en test' and rbtest (Bonney, 195 eb.11 AID 1)

iOciopetrac zatu.s at the extremes is .moire stv than' ,tat oci(

metric categories (Gronlund, .1959; Thompson 6 4e11.

socipmetric sults are. significantly relates

pupils and t qcners' judgments of social

)5., 1956,

relit and Social 4cceptance

ii e:;tudies- tn6 prime co;

sociometric meas.

1 ;hich have been ihow: bC c±.

rir ) found that there 'Wereidistiact p rsc: __it

.ii en high and low status in the clL' .roL.

so. :.1c-cri us were,chaTacterizedas "tidy," I ed-

a7.1 "friendly.' 2:11 a similar study'Kuhlen and Lr,
, 0

nur haracterized as good-look, _ar,

Atm_ moreover, they were said te lke s _-id

f:- ,

ties mo:-.) often than ow-status ttudent:

.Aossman and W7ighter (194'8) , using the Liaifor: a Tes -ersonality,

Lind that high-tatus children had\significantly n: ar °scores than.low-

status .children. Scandrette (19531, in asimilar found that eighth-

grade- pupils.with low social status felt.rejected an insecure i2....f4e.ir

relationhips in school. The low-status students' also felt that they were

treated badly by students and teachers, and they believed that one

really cared about their welfare.

Several studies have attempted ta isolate chara, -tics of low-

status children (BarClay, 1966; Brown, 1955; Hart , :er E Char? swarth,

2
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1965k Smith, 1950; Togioi: 1,

.1-iart4; Glazer and Cha
'

and sopiometric status. Pc:

*
Sul, attention and apOrov,

An4 (d) 'tokens.

(a), noncOmpliance, (b)\in.

zeurts indicadd that
)

the frequency of positive Y-:=37".

correlated with negati ve rc:rfcrceny

Smith (1950) investiv.

,Coopbr;

)65) 1poked

i'reinforCel

n and person

orcers were

derogation

, .

reinforcement

4.-ractr e

.zceptance,

icterizd r

(4) attack

was signij Ly correlated \

. Rejectia :igntfAcantl

.7)riStiecs tha

had in common, as well as ci -.s that !trriof;

Le ;_ked, in cc

spo 2 nsiderate,

others. Disliked childre'r we 'ized as: wE..

\

had th common. She found n
4

liked, nupils were: nice, -;or,

children

chi-dren

to the 1

1y, and

tc figh-

ing others, pushing peoplc, n t pla7,17 and sc721=ng.

Brown (1955) reporta th .s students cn :1(_ high scr

In an imes;.:gation of

:her-
,

level were noticeably "lac:int, sin,,:-rit )0

/ high school students, Brown foulld that _ow-status students: (a) engaged

in conduct considered wrong, Cr4 were insincere, (c) had low,idea/s, (d)

used profane or obscene.language, and (e) were stuck,ip or snobbish.

Young and CoOper) ,another 'study (1944), found that low social status
_

children tendid to have low social standards and/were not responsive to

-social.norms. Barclay (1966) found that high - status students were more

interested-in hobbies, dancing, popular music and "sports than the;low-

status students. Barclay also'suggested that there might be a grtkss

version-extroversion dichcLom7 which differ!ntiates hiwh frot some'low

social status students.-



In,essenc4, these studies showing 4 relationship between, perSonality:..

, .

and-social
:

.

7taus all seem to point to, the dichotomy that'exists between:

high and dwi'sc us.cial status chilldren. High- status children ere character-
.

ized as ood-lnokin,,happyi friendly, enthusiastic, and popular. On the

other Stan rc social status children were elrracterized as having°.low.

ideals, fightig; bothering peoplq5 insecure,,ana using profane or obscene
,

., language: EveT:More important are the findings that indicate how -s tus-
.-/ i ,

. . . .

, -1 of
'children feel insecure, discriminated against, and show signs of emotional

:

School Achievement and Social Acceptance

Buswell (1953) ,found tha"t'there was a relationship between social statr

us and school achievement, He used a large number f standardized instru-

ments to test the achievpment of 'a population of300 fifth-g ade students.

He found that the highly accepted group, as idbntified and perceived by

'thpir peers, was significantly highqr than the rejected group in mean

achie4ment.

/ Muma's (1965) investigation of academic achievement and social accep-

tance showed that academic achieJement was significantly related to the

extremes in peer aCceptance.% Muma found the most liked were the highest

achievers and, conversely, the lowest achievers were the least -ked,

statds students.

In summary, these two investigations indicate that there is a strong

correlation between academic achievement and social acceptance. Moreover,

the data reveal that a student who is secure in his /her interpersonal

relations has less personal confliand thus achieves at a much higher

level than a low- status child,

DentLer and MackJer (1962) showed a positive correlation hetWeen
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, '
Intelligence and peer aeceptan:pe (r = .39 to .50). Studies by Baldwin

7

(195/8), Goodman, Gottlieb andflarrison (1972); Gottlieb, Coven and Gold-
4"

stein (11)73);.and Johnson (1950), concerning the rejection of educable

. mentally retarded children (FMR) in the classroomY,give further support ',,c,

the notion that i-ntelligece- js a covariate of social status.

(
A Johnson (1950) looked ..'at the ,;ocial sfatus,of'.39 mentally,'ret,arded

_. ..
.

. , .

, ,
. .

children in acommunitV wher'e therp Wexe no classes for the retailoled. He
-----I4 ' :

. fil P.
foUnd that, based on the results of a-sociometric instrument, educable

, . . .

, .

"mentally retarded -ch-ildren were less'accepted and more rejected than the

[,nonretard6d children; that the higher the Q, the more accepted .the child;
4'4

.

. ,--
. .

and that EMR children were rejected fiecause of behavior problems
1

rather

(

than low academic achievement.

Baldwin (1958) studied the 'gbcial status' of EMR children in regular

-

Classy oms in a school, district which had special education classes'. She

foun that Mentally retarded children were less spci3ally accepted than the

normals, and that socially inappropriate behaviors such as fighting, hitting,

.
t: -lying, cheating, and bossing were the cause of rejection. ,,,,

2
Goodman, Gottlieb, and Harrison (1972) studied the integration of EMR

. . 1.,

N .

children into nongraded school setting. Two groups of integrated EMR

students were involved in the study. One group was completely integrated

and spent the full day in regular class 4-ooms; the other group was in the
'2.

,-.

school but segregated. The researchers found that EMRs whowere completely

integrated into the school day. were significantly more rejected than their

-
nonretarded peers.- Furthermore, the integrated EMRs'were rejected signif-

dcantly more often than the segiegated EMRs. Intermediate students seemed

to'reject the,EMRs more than younger ch'1dren in the primary, grades did.

r

Gottlieb, Cohen, and Goldstein (19-3), in a study of EMR integration'

3 (
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4
....

in the'regular classroom, found that attitudes-of .regular children'toward
_ . 4

EMRs were most favorable in the schools. not having retarded children,'and,.
. ,

that the attitude mere lessofavOrable when regular children had opportuni...i21)
./ . .

ties for social contact with the*R chPAdren,.
1

These research reports indicate that E1R children are,not accepted

,
,..- i.

.

because they (lb not have the "Social graces!' necessary to'be accppted
0

in-
. '

1. ' . : (

a regular classroom. 4ese studies,a4-so'illustrate,Ile strang. relationship-
,

0

between intelligence and social status /

I -

Socioeconomic Status andSocial AccePTance
.
-,

,:.

/ ,
...

Socioeconomic status has been found to be related to social status in
v

the classroom (Bonney, 1043, 1948; .Campbell, 19(0-). Bonney. (1943), in.a

study' of elementary. children, found that tilerk wag* a signifi.dant correla-
4

.

tidli between social-status and socioeconomic class. His results,indicated
.

teachers as Well as students tended to select those students from the

.,, . /
higher social claoSes, and that the low-status students invariably were

from lower socioeconomic_ homes.

In another study, Bonney. (1044) investigated the relationship of

family si4e'to social status in the classroom. This study folloWed ele-

mentary school students for two academic years. Bonney employed a socio-

metrid technique and c- 6rrelated the scores to family size and socioeconomic

class.. His data indicated that there was little correlation between family

size and social acceptance. However, his results showed that the least-,

liked children came from lower socioeconomic backgrounds and, conversely,

the high -.status students came from the middle- and upper-class backgrounds.
.4°

In a study using modified sociometricprocedures, Neugarten (1946)

found that both elementary.and high school students tended to discriminate
;1f,'

high- from low-status children on the-basis of socioeconomic class. Elkins,

1.
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in.a 1958 study, also obtaint results showing a significant correlation

between sociometric preferences and socioeconomic status.

Campbell (1964), in a review of peer relations, concluded that there

is no single itemthat can be isolated which contributes to the relation-

ship ofsocioeconomic,status and social status. But he indicat_d that

there were several variables interacting which bring about. the correlation.

Campbell suggeSted that frequency.Pf contact, ecological separatidn, and

differences in value orientations all play a part and may reinforce one

another.

Teacher 'Bias and Social, Acceptance

__Teacher bias has been found to he related to social=status in the

classroom (Good E Brophy, 1972; Gronlund, 1959; Retish, 1968; Rosenthal f, .

Jacobson, 1968; Silberman, 1969). Atyeo (1972) looked at the extent of

modeling among yoUng childfen in preschool classrooms. During the pre-

.obserption, each child .was asked to show a preference for one of two

similar dolls. The adult model (teacher) then displayed a preference for

a doll selected most by the children. 'The children in the experimental,,

classes imitated the preference of their teacher in selecting theit

. ,

favorite, doll at the completion orthe experimental period. This suggests

. , .,

that teachers' behaviors are freely imitated by their students.

Silberman (1969) examined how teachers' attitudes towards their stu-

4

dents were revealed by their classroom behavior. He specifically studied

the attitude areas of ,concern, indifference, rejection, and attachment. Ten'

third-grade teachers were interviewed asked to name children who came

to mind when tht interviewer asked questions concerning the four attitude

areas., Children in the classroom were also interviewed and were asked to

predict, how often the teacher would interact with'them in a typical day.
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In addition, teachers were observed with an instrument which recorded

teacher-pupil interactions. Silberman's results revealed that: (a)

"attachment' students received significantly more positive feedback from

'the teachers, (b) "concern" students received significantly more teacher

contacts, "indifference" students received less teacher contacts,

(d) "rejected", students received a significantly greater amount of nega-

tive feedback, and (e) "correlations" between students' predi ;tions and

actual observations were significantly positive. Moreover, Silberman

summarized:

Many such behaviors aimed at individual students are visible to
e other students in the class as well. Thus, it is likely _

\ that the daily classroom experience of recipient students ia ,

\ Is gnificantly altered by teachers' actions which express their

--- students the regard in which they are held by significantsl

\._ a titudes. These actions not only serve to communicate to
a

adult, but they also guide the perception of, and behavior
toward, these students by peers (p. 407).

Good and Brophy (1972), in a replication of the Silberman (1969)

investigation, studied differential teacher behavior toward different

students in relationship to the attitudes that teachers held toward those

students: Nine first-grade teachers were observed for,40 hours in order

to sample pupil-teacher interaction patterns. They were then asked to

select children about whom they felt indifference, attachment,. concern;

and/or rejection. Teacher attitudes and classroom data were analyzed.

ReSults showed that "attachment" students were actively praised by the

teacher and were given the most kportunities to answer high-level cogni-

tive demands. "Concern" students initiated more contacts with the teacher,

and she sought these children in return. Concern students usually had, only

the opportunity to answer low-level questions. 'Indifference" students

were passive in the classroom, never answered 'questions, and had the least



contact with the teacher. !Tejected"students were most avoided by the

teacher, most criticized and most neglected when they initiated co7eict

with the teacher.
(

Jackson, Silberman, and Wolfson (1969), in a study of teacher atti-

tudes, found there was differential treatment of students. Employing an

interview technique with third-grade teachers, the investigators asked

teachers to describe the first two children in their class who came to

jminOl Data revealed that the first two children remembered were perceiv d

by the teacher as having many positive traits. In contrast, the last

two children,_rhe rejected ones, were characterized by negative descrip-

tions end seen as nonconforming in the classroom.

Differential treatment of.students was also illustrated by Good

(1968) in an investigation of how teachers interact differently withchil-

dren perceived as high or low achieving. The investigator asked four

first - grade teachers to rank-order children according to achievement

.tapes. Teachers were then observed on the Good observational instrultnt.

Data indicated that those students perceived by the teacher as high

achievers were men significantly more opportunity to answer high-level

questions. Good's data also showed that high achievers received signifi-

cantly more positive feedback and low achievers received significantly

more negative feedback.

1 Anderson and Brewer (1946) studied how the dominative and socially

integrative behavior of the teacher influences pupil behavior. Dominative

behavior was characterized by the use of force, commands, threats and

attacJs agairOt the children by the teacher. In contrast, socially inte-

grative behavior reflected the teachers' use of cooperation, discussions,

and considered judgment of the student. Integrative behavior was also



characterized by adaptive and flexible teacher behavior which encouraged

children to express their opinions. Anderson and Brewer found that where

teachers used dominative hehaviorg, pupils tended to reduce social partici-

pation and increase personal conflictS. On the other hand, pupils whose

teachers displayed integratiye behavior were'spontaneous social partici-

pants and had constructive social responses to each other. Furthermore,

Ander n and Brewer found that both types of teacher behaviors seemedto

spre throughout the room, socially integrative teachers having rooms

that were cooperating and emotionally stable, and dominative teachers

inciting conflicts and ill will in the classroom. This study clearly illu-

strates how critical the teacher behavior factor can he in setting socio-

emotional climates in a classroom.

In summary, teachers have been found-to selectively interact with

children. More important, teachers' behaviors towards rejected children

.'seem to cue classroom*eers on how the teacher wants them to interact with

the low-status children.

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) reported evidence on the influence of

teacher expectations on puiil performance. A test of potential for intel-

ligence was given to 18 classrooms. Twenty percent of the students in a

classroom were randomly selected by exnerimenters and,labeled as "intel-

lectual bloomers." Teachers in the school were given `false psychological

data that reported that the'"bloomers" had potential. for unusual intellec-

tual gains. Eight months later the students were posttested using the

same IQ test. Students for whom the teacher had been led to expect greater

intellectual gain showed a significantly greater gain in IQ score than did

the control children.

In a similar study, Beez (1970) investigated the effects of prior



biasing information about students on the expectation of teachers and on

future teaching behavioir. He selected 51) children from Headstaliond

assigned the pupils to high and low ability groupings. Sixty graduate

students attending summer school were. assigned as tutors. Falsified ,-

psychological data on the children were given to each: utor. TIV1-ow

3 achieving group's folders contained La which indiCated a poor prognosis

for achievement. In the high achieving group's folders, there were data

to indicate that the children had great potential for academic growth.

The tutors worked with the children for several weeks on specific tasks.

Beez found that 81% of those teachers who believed that they had a high-

achieving'student taught eight or more words, while only 13% of the

teachers of the low ability group tried to te-ach as many words.

The i.eez (1970) and Rosenthal (1968) studies both reveal that a

I
teacher's predisposition to the success or failure of his/her students

influences the child's performance. These studies indicate that teachers'.

prior expectations of academic as hell as social performance do influence

their teaching behaviors'. Implications which can
4
be drawn from these

findings suggest some strategies for intervention. First'of all, social

status intervention should he initiated by the teacher because he/she has

been characterized as the most influential significant adult in the class-

room. Secondly, teachers should he made aware of their teaching behavior

'patterns. Thirdly, teachers should he given immediate feedback on their

teaching profiles.

Low Social Status and Intervention Strategies

Review of intervention studies showS that few have incorporated effi-

cient strategies in changing social status in the classroom (Chaires, 1966;

Kinney, 1953; Lilly, 1971). Rather than use the teachr as the change agent

23
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in the intervention strategy, these studies have: (a) taken low-status

children out of_the classroom and given them individual and/or group

counseling, (h) .had children taien from their classrooms by experimenters

and giv7 socially integrative skills, or (c) given low-status children

"star" roles; -tuch as a lead in a play.

Chaires (1966) tried to change the status of mentally retarded chil-

dren in intermediate and junior high special education classes. -Socio-

metric instruments were used to identify the "stars" and "rejectees" of

the classrooms. Rejectees in each clasgroom were randomly assigned to'

experimental and control groups. Each classroom's experimental group was'

composed of two rejectees and two stars. The stars and rejectees'prac-
,-

ticed for a classroom play for five weeks. Chaires found that experi-

mental,rejectees gained significantly in peer acceptance and also in self-

concept. In contra rejectees in the control group did not make similar

gains. Chaires conclude th change resulted from the suhjects' partici-

pation in -a high-status 'activity, (i.e., giving 'n play) and their associ-

ation with "stars" in the classroom. But the data revealed that social

status change was short -term and that there was no follow-4 for the'low-:

status children.

In a,partial replication of Chaires' (1966) investigation, Lilly (1971)

tried to control for the various factors identified in the Chaires study.

Factors identified for Lilly's study were (a) removal of experimental

students from the classroom, (b) interaction with adult experimenters,

(c) interaction with high acceptance peers, (d) participation ,in the skit

before the class, and (e) general increased:saliency of the experimental

';;;.

'-children to the other members of the class. In order to isolate and control

the factors-previously identified, six .experimental groups were .set up,
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with eight subjects in each group. Pretests, posttests, 'and follow-up

tests were given using sociometric instrumentation. Statistical analysis

revealed that, as a group, experimental su cts gained significantly in

social acceptance in contrast to the nontreatment control groups. In the

follow-up testing, initial gains were not maintained. Of the six inter-

vention variables studied, none - provided significant' gains in social

acceptance.

Kranzler, Mayer, Dyer aTiirtunger (1966) made, an attempt to assess

the results of counseling with low-status- fourth-grade students. Socio-

metric status was the criterion for determining low status. A socio-

, `1'

metric device was administered,t four fourth-grade classrooms. Students

of low sociometric status were randomly assigned by,classrooms to one of.

, .

,

three treatment conditions: (a) counseling; (b) teacher guidance,'or (c)
--.\

control. When treatment conditions .were compared, the differences favored

the counseling condition, and the social status,change persisted over a

period of seven months.. The posSibility of a temporary teacher thfluence

on the sociometric criterion was indicated; therefore, the effect-of.thIt

tre ment in changing social status was questioned.

In a replication.,of Kranzler, et al. (1966), Mayer, Kranzler, and

Mathes (1967) compared the effects of counseling and selected guidance
o

techniques on fifth- and sixth-grade low-status children. Sociometric

A

status and teacher ratings of students' social skills were selected as cri-

teria. Subjects were selected from studentswho were in the lower half of

th41-r classes in sociometric status and who indicated that they wanted to

get along better with their peers. From each of seven classrooms an equal

number of subjects was randomly assigned to three treatment cnnditions:

(a) counseling, (b) teacher guidance, and (c) control, When the treatment
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conditions were compared, no statistically significant differences were found.

These four studies of social status intervention have had limited

success in changing low social status Of children-fClaires, 1966; Lilly,

) 1971; Kranzler et al., 1966; Mayer et al., 1967). Only one study, Kranzler

et al.,1966), showed maintenance of the intervention change. The writer

suggests these results indicate a more influentill individual'khouid he
(7-

.

the prime, intervention agerft. A teacher can make social. status changes

without having to take children out of the classroom. A teacher can adapt

to daily social changes in the clitiroom. Thus, he teacher is the most'

efficient change agent of social status in a clas oom. The following stud-

ies-look at teachers as agents of change in social status.

Teachers as Change Agents of Social Status

Atkinson (1949) used theteacheraS. the. prime intervention agent it -4
1

changing social status in the classroom. The investigator studied the

use of sociometTic data in establishing work gups in-the classroT.

Rejectees and isolates were placed with high-status students in various

training experiences. During two-year period Atkinson fopad there were
7

fewer isolates and rejectees. Atkinson attributed these social status b

changes to the opportunity given to isolates and rejectees to associate ,

with high-status children and demonstrate "special skills."

Taba and Elkims (1950) studied soc*al acceptance in an eighth-grade

classroom which used group discussionyproblem solving, and open theme

writing in trying to change the rejection status of some, children. Taha
09

used sociometric tests and sociometric-interviews to gather dtta on a

pre and posttest basis.. Her results showed that.sociometric status can

be changed by using these techniques. However, the lack of contro*groulip

was a limitation of'this and.Atkinson's study.
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Kinney (1953) studied the use of various grouping technicilie(in
0'

changing social status. Emppytng the teacher_as the intervention agent,

he compared experimental classrooms using flexible-groups to control class -
f

w
_rooms using abil. y and intact groups. Sociometric results indicated }hat

in five months it was possible to significantly increase social accept-

ancie of children by using flexible grouping: An additional finding showed

that the number of rejectees in the iniect gre* s increased-during the

experiment.

Retish's 1968 study was one of the first controlled studies to use

the teacher as the prime intervention agent in changing social status of

pupils in the classroom. Retish tried to control the,verbal, reinforcemen

frequency of teachers wbo interacted with low-status children. He theorized

that low-status children were rejected by the teacher because of1Low,

achievement profiles. The teache ' rejectildn attitudes were then passed

on to their classroom peers. Using sociometric data, Retish selected the -

-al _

four most rejected children in the classroom and randomly assigned them

to control and experimental groups. Teachers were asked to verbally rein-

z

force the-ekperimental child three times a day for three weeks. 'Retish found

that the experimental rej'ectees significantly gained in social status, but

the teacher's posttest ratings did not reflect any changes in attitude

6
toward the rejected children. A closer look at these data, however, indi-

cates that the teacher rating scale asked the teacher "to rate children

in the classroom on the degree to which he/she thought the child would

benefit from another claSs:" Thus, little-attitude change could have been

expected, since it was a questiOn of placement rather than.attitude.

4
Leyser (1976) used the to cher as the primary, intervention agent. He

used a roleplaying module to g ye teachers skills in working with rejected
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children in the classroom. He was specifically concerned with the effect

of the intervention module
dory.',..(a) changing the social status of rejected

and isolated children, (b) changing peer perception of the rejected and

IsolatedclassmateS, and (c) changing the teachers' perceptions of-the

rejected and isolated students. The module contained roleplaying lessons

andistory problems dealing with appropriate or inappropriate social beha-

vior. In addition, Leyser held workshops throughout the'experitent which

helped teachers toiadminister different roleplaying activities included

in t1e module. Results revealed no significant positive changes in social

status of the 'isolate children, nor positive changes in peer perception

of these children. In addition, teachers' perceptions of the rejected and

isolated childrep,were not significantly changed either. Noriethless, tgis

11.:dy did show some strong-trends in changing social status in the class-
,

room with roleplaying because of,the emphasis on direct teacher intervention

through the application of trained teaching skillS,

Brown and pracDougal (1973) also used the teach, as the intervention

agent in changing social status of rejected children,in the classroom.

Data were collected from 14 elementary classrooms. The intervention method

was an inservice workshop which 1,fle the teachers several skills 9r

/
building good social environments. The major topics for the size weekly

training sessions were (a) interdependence of.affecti've and cognitive be-

haviors, (h) peer interaction and group interaction, (c) adult interaction

with children, (d) creation of effective learnfng climates, and (e) system-

atic instruction in socialization skills. The results indicated that
.

rejected children perceived themselves as more adequate in their rela-

ftionships with their classmates-and their teachers. 'lore important, Prown

also found that teachers ten d to cue children in ho, to perceive other

0
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children in the clagn:eom as either high or low status. This study indi-

cated that a teacher does, in fact, teach children many more things. than

subject matter.

Bonney (1971) investigated the rejection status of children in 12.;,

elementary classrooms. lie chose four clas'Srooms as'the exper. ental group

and eight claSSroos as controls. Bonney's intervention methods included/

observation of an experimental classroom, biweekly conferences., and a

newsletter. Feedback from the observation session was given to the teachers

via the newsletter. The newsletter also suggested techniques for teaching

social skills in the classroom. Biweekly conferences were held mith'

s

teachers to discuss teacher interaction skills which promoted social accep-

tante'in the classrr. Results showed that there were no significant

differences betOen the experimental and control groups in social status'

change.

There were obvious methodological errors in this study,!such as the

contamination of control and4experimental teachers, but the study still

contained some critical elements. Though observational instrumentation

conferences and-redback were tried, they were used poorly. Conferences

Jshould have been held immediately after the observation period in order

to discuss teaching profiles.

Amidon and HoYfman (1965) used observation data, feedback, and con-
0

ferences more efficiently than Bonney (1971). These experimenters con-
. ,

'ducted a stud' to see whether teachers could change the rejected status of

children in the classl-oom when given specific skills to work with low-

(
sta us childreln. Amidon and Hoffman gathered -data in 12 elementary

classrooms. Half of the classes were randomly assigned to an experi-

%-

dental group and the other half to a control group. A so iometric test''

1.
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was used to gathe

of eight meetings

a on a pre/post design. The intervention consisted

ree individual conferences with the ,expeTimental

teachers. The first five group meetings were used to teach thecexperimen-
.

tal teachers an ,observation system for analyzing classroom interaction.

They were taught this system so that they might acqui.re in objective.yiew

of the classrOom and become aware of specific pupil interactions occurring

in their classrooms. Also included in the treatment were three twenty-

minute tape recordings:which were madejn eachteacherclassroom. The

teachers were asked to analyze their iwn teaching sessionswith,the obser-

A .h--,.vation system. 'immediately afterward, each teacher would uiwuss his/her

teaching profile with the experimenter. The last three meetings were"con-

i
cerned with the social structure of the classroom, research'on the socially

isolated child, and he data gathered in''the school on sociomecry, attitudes,

and personality.. Ze data indicated that' the position of the rejected

children in the experimental group was significantly improved over the

year. The number of children in the experimental group whose position

improved was more than four times the number of'children who improved in

the control group,
, z

Studies which ave used the teac* as the prime intervention have

shown that social status can be significantly increased (Amidon F4 Hoffman,

1965; Atkinson, 1949; Brown Fr "lacDougal,, 1973; Kinney1953; Retish, 1968).
t

Only one study, Bonney (1971), showed no significant c4lange in social status,

but methodological problems as'well as poor use of feedback and observation

instrumentation may account for these results.

A-summary of the literature which deals with sociometric status shows

that sociometric instrumentation has been validand reliable. Secondly,

there are specific detefminants of social status in the classroom: (a)
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personality traits; (b) achievement status; (c) socioeconomic class; and

(d) teacher\bias. Finally, intervention studies of socialStatus 'n the

.1? .

.

classroom have clearly shown that the teacher has more success as the

priffie intervention agent in changing social acceptability: /

_.-----,,

/
,

The next section of the literature review is concerned kith teacher

education. Effective training underlies the.teacherfs4bility-to affect classroom

outcomes such as changes in sociometric status.., The review will focus.on studies
I

. which incorporate feedback as a central mode of trainee skill development.

Teacher Education - Feedback Techniques

If improvement in teaching behav,ior is expected, then teachers mpst .1

study their teaching profilos-land experiment with and practice effective

teaching-behviors. A large part of this changj process can be implemented

through feedback of relevant teaching hehaviors'using observation instru-

ments (Flanders, 19700974; Simon E Boyer,-1970),,t., 0rvation instruments

may be used for feedback based upon objective data 'about teacher -pupil

interaction Fn the classroom.

In the past, educators have usually given feedback in the form of

subjective supervisory evaluations, but research indicates'that the advent

of observation systems has made supervisory feedback more objective. More

impottantly, observation instruments are being taught to classroom teachers

so that they are made more aware of their teaching hehaviors (Hough E.Ober,

,1967i Lohman, Ober F Hough, 19( -7). Hough et al. (19found that:

In a sense`, when teachers ,use these systems to obtain feedback
for,self-supervision, they are performing "micro research" on
their own behavior in their on classroom.. ,From this they
gain data with which to formulate new hypotheses about the
effectiveness of their own teaching techniqd to/test in
their next. micro research "study" (p. 22).

a
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Supervisory Feedback,

Hough and Amidon (1967) found that teachers who received interaction-

analysis feedback from the4 supe on classroqm behavidrs were more

"indirect" in their teaching approach than controls who received traditi4pnal

subjective supervisory evtluation.

Zahn (1967)flinvestigated the effect of objective feedback compared to

traditional subjective supervisOr feedback,.on preservice teachers. He

4.

found that student teachers undergoing instruction and supervision using

'-2

objective.feedback (interaction analysis) had more positive teachini atti-
-..N

tudes after student teaching than those given subjective feedback.

In a similar study, Bondi and Ober (1969) examined the effect of

'traditional subjective feedback (in contrast to objective feedback from

an observation instrument) on the teaching behaviors of elementtry pre-
k

service teachers. Following the weekly teaching session, teachers in the

(

experimental group were asked to attend a feedback conference. A computer

printout was given to the teachers which contained.a profile of their

teaching behavior. The-supervisor made no attempt to classify the teach-

ing behdlors as inecficient or sufficient. The teachers were then asked

to compare their weekly performances against one-alhOther. In contrast,

preservice teachers in the control group attended weekly feedback conferences

ih which the supervisors gave their opinion and recommendations on the

lessons taught. The results showed that the experimental tedhers:

(a)-demonstrated more acceptance and clarification.of student ideas, (b)

used more praise, (c) used more positive affect, (d) used more "indirect"

as opposed-to "direct" teacher talk, (e) used less corrective feedback,

(f),asked more questions, (g) lectured less, and (h) gave fewer directions

In summary, these three studies indicated that systematic feedback



room with a preservice\t,eacher and one to Ti.ve students. The entire

teach ng ses4on is videotand. The preservice teacher then views the -

-) I
videotape with a supetvisor and critiques the micrOteaching session. The

from a supervisor is superior to more traditional subjective types of

feedback. ,,--'q''

Visual Feedback from Communication rledia

TeaCher educators'have used communication media such as photography,

videotape recordingS -(VTR), and motion pictures in giving feedback to

preservice teachers. Videotape recordings have probably been used Most

i

;ii

el-.

of]te in recent teacher education research. The microteaching concept has

)

), used the' VTR most extensively. 'Microte4ching is a'scaled-down version of

tea(er-pupil 'interactions in a classroom: The setting is usually a small

teacher then reteaches the lesson trying to modify his/her teaching per-

formance in accordance With preceding feedback. VariOus stUdi.ls report
A

success using the microteaching,Concept to modify teaching behaviors

(Allen fi>lloung, 1966; Asheson, 1964; Fortune, Cooper Fi Allen, 1967; Good-

1969;j)livero, .1965),

Goodkin&72969) investigated the effects ofa microteaching experi-

ence on. preservice teachers. Teachers were assigned.to an experimental
V,,ne

group Which received critiques white viewing a videotape recording of teach-

ing performahce in the presence of a supervisor., The control group received

critiques on their teaching performance but did not get to view the video-

tape:itecording. ,00dkind fovpd that the experimental graup displayed:
0

(a) more awareness of / personal habits and manners, (b) more awareness, of

teaching arts and techniques, and ( ).more awareness of the problem in

pacing instructi n.

-Bell (1968) conducted a study with preservice home econolics teachers
4-
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using the microteaching format. She used a control group which engaged

in student teaching without the microteaching and an experimental group

which participated in microteaching after their student teaching day.

She found that the experimental group made significant gains in teaching

performance in comparison to the control group.

In another study, Bush (1968) randomly divided 60 preservice teachers

intotwo groups. Half were given the standard. observation and teacher aide

experience, and the other half used the microteaching concept. 311e,micro-

teaching group performed at a higher level of teacher compqtence than did

the traditionally prepared group, and performance in the microteaching

situation predicted subsequent classroom performance. Furthermore, there-
,

was a significant increase in the accuracy of candidates self-perception

of teaching performance, and candidates receiving student appraisal of their
)

effectiveness improved significantly mpre than candidates not having access

to such feedback. Finally, trainees' acceptance of the. value of micro-

teaching was high.

Reporting on a microteaching clinic, Fortune et al. (1967) found that

significant teacher behavior changes occurred over the treatment period.

Nine of the first 12 items on the Stanford Teacher Competency Appraisal

Guide showed a .01 mean gain. This mean gain was an indication of the

improvement of the,interns. In addition, a question designed to evaluate

trainee acceptance-of microteaching indicated that 700 of the interns felt

that the microteaching experience had been helpful in acquiring specific

competencies.

611enbach, Gall, and 'leredith (1969) compared the effectiveness of

elementary preseryice teachers trained in a.summer microteaching clinic

with that of preservice teachers who received more conventional classroom

4 r_,
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observation and student teaching experience. ,Contrary to the results

reported by Bush (1968) in a similar study, the microteaching approach.

was not found to be superior to more conventional methods of training.

However, it was concluded "that microteaching is an effective training

strategy since it achieved results similar to those of conventional

methods, but in only one-fifth the time with fewer administrative prob-

lems (p. 16)."

In summary, the microtea hing concept achieves positive changes

in teacher behavior. Also, preservice teachers' acceptance of micro-

,-

teaching as an effective training method is high. Finally, feedback seems-

to/be the crucial dimension of microteaching in terms of changing the

trainees' behavior.

McGraw (1966) investigated the effects of three different feedback

conditions on preservice teachers in modifying their claSsroom behavior

toward their pupils' training needs. Peedback'using both 35mm time-lapse ,

photography and a bar graph of their teaching behaviors was given to 'one

group. Another group received only the bar graphs of their teaching beha-

viors. The third group did; not receive any feedback. Results showed that

the group of preservice teachers with time-lapse photography and bar graph

feedback perfoimed significantly better than the groups in the other two

feedback conditions.

Leonard, Giles, and Paden (1971) investigated whether preservice

teachers., supervisory feedback, in addition to video and audiotape

replays, would demonstrate'a greater change in their verbal interactive

behavior than preservice teachers who only received subjective supervisory

feedback. Results showed that those receiving audio and videotape replay

in addition to supervisor'feedback used less "direct teaching influence
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and more indirect teaching influence," as categorized by Flanders, than

teachers who only received supervisor feedback.

Rule (1972) tested the effects 'of three feedback conditions in chang-.

ing three teaching behaviors of preservice teachers:'(a) giving more praise,

(b)'giving more on-task contacts, and (c) giving more off-task contacts.

The three feedback conditions investigated were: (a) instructions and

experimenter, feedback, (b) analysis of videotape recording of trainees'

teaching behaviors, and (c) a direct-intervention procedure in"'which the

experimenter temporarily replaced the teacher trainee whose teaching beha-

vior fell below criteria. Rule.found that the direct intervention was

most effective in changing a teacher's behavior. Fewer changes in the

preservice teacher's behavior occurred in the instructions plus feedback

condition.

A summary of comMunication media used in giving feedback indicates

that photography plus bar graphs, videos and audiotape records are effec-

tive in changing preservice teachers' behaviors. Rule's (1972) study,

which indicates that direct intervention by an experimenter is most

effective in changing trainees' behavior, raises the question of whether

this training approach has a lasting effect on teaching behavior. This

writer suggests that "'stronger study would have shown maintenance of this

change and questions whether trainees really were internalizing good teach-
\

ing strategies or were in fear of the exoerimenter's option.

Immediate Feedback

Immediatejeedback has/many connotations, hut, in the studies to be

reviewed, immediate feedback is virtually synonymous with instantaneous

feedback, Immediate feedback has been shown to be the most effective method

of changing' teaching behavior, because of its immediate relevance and

1.14

4`r
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applicability to behavioral events that ave just, taken place .(Locke,

Carledge &,Koeppel, 1968).

Dowd and Blocker (1974) investigated the effects of immediate rein-

forcement and preawareness on the acquisition of a desired behavior by

beginning 9unselors. Three treatment groups and a control group were

instituted. One group was given immediate reinforcement for exhibiting

desired behavior,and,the second group was made aware of th desired

A behaviors they were to institute prior to the counseling session, The

third group was made aware of the desired behavior prior to the session and

given immediate feedback. This feedback was given by a machine with'

green and Id lights t the top. The supervisor, in an adjacent observa-

tiontion room, controlled the machine. The experimenter flashed the lights

as the counselor made the desired response: Results indicated that the

treatment group which combine hot awareness and immediate feedback was

significantly superior to the other two treatment conditions.,

Johnson (1968) used a booklet to give preservice teachers immediate

feedback on the correctness of pupil 'behaviors observed on videotapes.

The'instructionalvideotape used in this experiment cone. :d '101 brief

scenes of pupil-teacher interactions. Each scene was accompi_Aied in the

programmed booklet by a question which focused the viewers' attention on

a specific aspect of the scene, by a multiple-choice item to be answered

after the scene was shown, and by immediate information as to the correct-

ness of the response. Subjects in Experimental Group l'read the question,

viewed the scene, selected the alternative answer which hest described the

behavior in the scene, and turned twanotherTage get immediate feedback

on the response. Suhje in Experimental Group: viewed the videotapes

and readthe questiAan, but received no feedback on correctness of response.
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Subjects in the -- control group did not ,see a videotape; they listened to

an audiotape on how to be a skillful observer. Group 4 received no

training. Analysis of data ind \cated that preservice teachers' perform-
_

ances in. Experimental Group 1 were significantly superior to those in the

P

other treatment'groups.

These two studies have shown how immediate feedback in the foie

lights and booklets hasIbeen proved superior to other methods in chang-

ing preservice teaching'behaviors.

Concurrent Feedback

The following studies of concurrent feedback will be reviewed to

show how instantaneous feedback changes preservice teachers' behavior.

.Heinrich and McKugan (1969) tested the effectiveness of concurrent

feedback by means oC Colored cards. Preservice teachers were randomly

assigneeto experimental and control groups. Those trainees in the experi-

mental group were given concurrent feedback by a supervisor who raised

color cue carts whenever desired or. undesired behaviors, were exhibited.

Control subjects received delayed supervisory feedback. Resultt indicated

that the experimental group was

in reducing discrepancies bes

cantly superior to the control group

,, the teachers' beliefs and their supJr-

visors' opinions concerning their teaching behavior.

Carlson (1974) studied the'effect of immediate verbal feedback on

increasing the qualitative levels ofzempathi verbal performances of

counsel -or trainees. Twenty-four subjects w e randomly assigned to the'

following conditions: (a) immediate feedback, (h) feedback and instruction,

(c),equipment present, and (d) control. The immediate feedback condition

consisted of receiving in.,.... verbal feedbadk through an ear bug

unication system) from the,supervisor. When empathic responses.
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4

occurred, feedback was given. Feedback consisted off the two words "excel-

lent response." The feedback and instruction condition consisted of random

comments by the, supervisor. The equipment in the "present" condition

consisted of an ear bug, but subjects did not receive any type of feedback.

The control group did not receive any type of treatment. Results indicated

that groups receiving verbal immediate feedback, and feedback and instruction,

were superior to the control and the equipment present groups.

In a similar study, Reddy (1968) employed an auditory device that

gave feedback to counseling trainees om empathic responses elicited.

Reddy's results showed that those trainees who received immediate auditory

feedback were superior to those treatment groups receiving delayed or no

feedback,

Spaulding (1971) also investigated the effect of an audio device or

receiver on acquiring specific behaviors which were agreed upon by the

teacher and experimenter. The teacher was equipped with a transistorized

audio receiver and was litompted by an o6se'rver in an adjacent room. rata

showed that teachers readily acquired prespefied teaching skills.
a

Thomas and Cooper (1969) also reported using concurrent audio feed-

back in changing teaching. behavior towards target children in the classroom.

Data indicated that teachers changed their behavior as well as the target

pupils' behavior.

In another F',tudy, Thomson, Holmburg and Bear (1971) investigated the

effects of several types of 'feedback procedures in the acquisition of

primary reinforcement skills. Preservice teachers were found to increase

desired teaching behavior when immediate observer feedback was'given.

The on-the-spot feedback (audio) produced the desired results nine out

of twelve times,
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CATTS feedback. Sentinel (1968) developed a Mosed-loOped feedback

system to train preservice teachers. The Compute4-Assisted Teacher

,.Training System (CATTS) allows for ,d7ct data input into a computer by

an observer using an observation-coding instillment. -ThesOlata are

instantaneously stored and processed, reducing the tedium associated

with analysis of observational data. More important, CATTS renders in-

stantaneous feedback to the teacher on classroom behayiors.

VanEvery,,(1971) attempted to\control for many of the methodological

problems in earlier CATTS studiesm,(Kreider, 1969; Schmitt, 1969; Weaver,

1969). She took CATTS out of a laboratory setting and into a field setting .

(a speech therapy clinic).1 VanEvery studied the social reinforcement

patttirns of speech therapy trainees who worked with aphasic patients.

A remote telephone line was used transmit data between the clinic and

the CATTS laboratory facility. Observations,of the trainees were coded)

on-line by a trained observer in the room and transmitted by telephone

hookup to the computer, which gave feedback in real -time. An event, re-

r

corder was used as the facilitator of the feedback. The recorder,traced
?els-

a pattern representing training objectives on a moving belt of paper.

I
VanEvery end that those trainees who received CATTS feeldback used signif-

4.

icantly more stimulus response patterns than the cbntrols, who mere given,

more traditional forms of feedback. Thus, VanEvery was the first to demon-

strate the ut" TTy of CATTS in a field setting.

CATTS h s een an ongoing research project'in trainin preservice

special education to be.s.ivs for the last six years at the Gknter for Innova-
.

tion in Teaching the Handicapped (CITH) at Indiana University. Several

early studies have shown promise for using CATTS as al3reservice training

system. These pilo sudies have demonstrated the capability of CATTS to
)
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provide instantaneous feedback to several classrooms simultaneously/Oemmel,

1975).

Semmel and Sitko (1973) demonstrated the effect'of CATTS immediate

M.

visual and delayed (printout) feedback on increasing various cognitive and

management bphaviors of preservice 'teachers in a laboratory setting. The

study had three phaseS. 'First, trainees learned%n obseyvation system.

4
Then a baseline measure of trainees' cognitive and behavioral control

JJ

strategies in the classroom was secured. Finally, trainees were given

CATTS immediate and/or delayed feedback conditions and a measurement of

ClassyOom behaviors incorporating these behaviors. -'. A singleOlorganism

multiple baseline design was selected as the design of the project.

Results shwed that all trainees in both treatment conditions signifi-

cantly increased their baseline rate of performance as a result of the

CATTS feedback. The trainees in the CATTS feedback condition who received

\
scope and rintout conditions,c-h9wever, increased their criterion rate

c4

of responding more significantly than those trains in the delayed

printout-only condition.

In summary, review of immediate feedback studies has shown that:_,

(a) immediate feedback isignificantly superior to other more traditional

forms of feedback; (h) concurrent feedback is'sighificantly superior to'

7

delayed feedback; and (c) immediate feedback using the Computer-Assisted

Teacher Training System has shown some success in training preservice

teachers.

The second half of the literature review_nn the effects of feedback

has indicated that' supervisory feedback, when given in a systematic fashion,

is superidr to traditional subjective feedback. The 'revtew has also shown

that visual feedback can be effective using several communication media



modes, and that microteaching can be an effective tc for teaching

critical teacher behaviors. Finally, the literature reviewed has revealed

that immediate feedback is significntly superior to more traditional

1 4

forms of feedback.

This chapter has reviewed the research literature pertinent to the

present investigation. The next chapter will delineate the hypotheses

relevant to outcome behaviors.

1.9



CHAPTER III

HYPOTHESES

Theoretical Framework

The major objective of the study was to increase the low social

(

status of the target or rejected children, and an)increase in social ac-

ceptance was defined by an increase in posttest sociometric scores.

Therefore, it was hypothesized thak-a of process ::ranges would

Atat

take place in the classtOoms ',ich would ultimately cause an increase

in the posttest scores of the rejecte upils. It was predicted that_

)

the CATTS-feedback intervention would make the teachers more aware of

. their interactions with the target children. The CATTS feedback would

:,-also cause toe teachers to try to increase the quality and frequency

of their classroori interactions with Lik,_ rejected target children. This

change VI interaction patterns 4 Inge

transfer to classroom pe ; who wo,_d adopt a more accepting view of the

rejected children. The improved acceptance of the rejected target chil-

dren would be reflected as an increase in posttest scores on the socio-

mep+ic instrument.

Sociologists have extensively studied small grou vnamics, and lead-

ership functions [e.g., Hollander and

Knickerbocker (1948)] and suggestedjthat the ability to provide reinforce-

ments is related to leadership. Such sociological theories can be trans-

Julian (196g), Katz & Kahn (1947),

lated in terms of pupil-teacher interaction (Marak, 1964). The telpher

is the one who takes a leadership role from the social responsibility norm

(Gerard & Miller, 1967). The teacher is'considered as the group leader

who can influence the, -group dynamics. In the present- study, the teacher
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was expected,to be instrumental in increasing the accentance of children rejected

their peers. The teacher was thus viewed as the logical change agent and was

provided with CATTS feedback in order to develop the skills pecessary to bring

about the desired change.

The classroom group dynamics were seen as an equilibrium in which

each child takes his place in the social order. The sociometric pretest

scores defined the input to the structure. As a result of the CATTS feedback,

the teachers were expected to increase their participation with the target

children. This was hypothesized ti result in increased participation by

target children, which would change the classroom group dynamics, eventually

leading to acceptance of the target children by their peers.

'Three-Stage Evaluation Model,

A major riticism of teacher behavior studies is:that often, only the pro-

cess variables are studied, and.the relationship between process and

product variables is frequently neglected(Heath Fi Nielson, 1974). In

'-, order to avoid this criticism some theorists suggest,using A three-stage

(

' F

component model in evaluation'(Gagne, 1970; Mitzel, 1957; Semmel, Semmel,

& Morrissey, 1976) because they believe that input and process directly

affect the outcome or product variables. In the present study, a three-
/

,

I

stage evaluation model was used to determine the interactions occurring

between input, process,-and product variables.

Input variables: Sociometric pretest scores. At the beginning'of

this'study, a sociometric instrument, "About Me and My Friends" (AMMF),

developed by Kaufman, Semmel, and Agard (1903), was administered to 500

children in 16 classrooms, grades 1-6, in an elementary school. The

sociometric instrument AMMF was used because it required neither reading

nor fluent writing skills, yet indicated children's attitudes toward



their WAssmEites (see Appendif II). The AMP pretest scores constituted,

the major input variable of the study..

Process variables: Classroom interactions. In the preliminary phase

of this study, teachers were monitored as they interacted with the rejected

pupils during the first 5 baseline observation periods (see Figure 2).

The monitoring was conducted via the Computer-Assisted Teacher Training

System (CATTS) using the data phone configuration. The data collected

from the first 5 observation periods were analyzed to determine the fre-

quency of teacher interaction with the rejectees. ThroUghanalysis of the

frequency data, the teachers were franked by their frequency of interaction

with their rejected pupils. Pairs were formed by descending tank and a

member of each pair was randomly cast into each of the experimental

groups. One group was 'labeled Experimental (E) Group 1 and the other,

Experimenial (E) Group 2.

In the next phase of the study, teachers in E Group 1 received five
,

sessions (Period 2) of.immediate post-session feedback in the form of a

hardcopy Computer printout, which gave an analysis of his/her classroom

interactions 4th---aill pupils in the class; was predicted that those

45

,teachers in E Group 1 would evidence a greater positive increasq in their

classroom interactions than those in E Group 2, since, at this stage of the

stu the latter was not receiving feedback.

(
fn. Period 3 bot'li groups of teachers/received seven feedback opportuni-

ties via the CATTS data phone configuration. .Thus, both groups of teachers

were recei"Ving post-session feedback concerning their t'eaching behaviors

during this final stage of the treatment,, or the process component of the

- model (see Figure ). Furthermore, because of the Nsitive influence'of

the feedback given in the CATTS printout,-,a change in group dynamics was

5,
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ected to occur, and it was predicted that this change would be affected

by.the number of feedback.opportunities, Because Experimental Group 1,

?period 2 eceived CATTS feedback initially and Experimental Group 2,

PeriVid 2 did not there was expected to be a significant difference be-

tween Experimenal Group 1, Period 2 and Experimental Group 2, Period 2.

Lastly, Experimental Group 2, Period 3 percentage improvements were pre-

dictedto be comparable to Experimental Group 1, Period 2 (see Figure 2).

Therefore the percentage of improvement was expected to increase for
1 .

\A,1/ teachers and target categories.

Three hypotheses follow from the above reasoning:

- Hypothesis 1:

Teachers receiving relativery immediate CATTS feedback about

s ecific interactions with rejected pupils reveal significantly

higher percentage increases in three teacher categories makes

statement, gives positive reinforcement, and asks questions -

when compared to teachers who do pot receive such feedback:

6
In the presetlf Obkly, evidence in support of this hypothesis was

. ,
sought from the comparison pf,teachers randomly cast-into Experlmental

Group 1 and Experimental Group 2 during five trials following a period

baseline observations (Period 2) (see'Figure 2).
N

Hypothesis

47

1

Teachers who receive immediate CATTS feedback. following a period

oE baseline observations reveal a significant percentage' increase

in the three teacher categories.: Makes statement, gives positive

A

reinforcement, and asks questions.

°' :Within:.the context Of the present ,sttIcly this-hypothesis gains support
b.
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if Experimentil,Group 2 reveaii a significant percentage increase du ing

jr
Period 3 as compared to Period 2 (see Figure 2).

Hypothesis ,3:

The effects of immediate CATTS feedback in increasing targeted

teacher behavior replicable among elementary school teachers..

In the present study hypothesis 3 gains support if Experimental Group

1 percentage incrpises- the'three teacher categories - makes statement,

gives positive reinforcement, and asl:s questions - are equal to the results

obtained from Experimental Group 2, dui;ing 'Period 3; the replication effect.

If the effects of CATTS are repli.tate4", such evidence would strengthen

the contention that teacher behavior change is causatively,related to th4'

CATTS intervention.
L

Support for Hl through H3 was'suggested in several preservice teacher

education feedback studies which stressed the'importance of giving teach-

. ers immediate and specific information concerning the nature of their

interactions (Hough F Amidon, 1967; Bell, 1968; Carlson, 1974; Goodkind,

1968): The CATTS format used in this study gave teachersj-Teedback within

10 minutes of the observed teaching session even though the teachers were

200 miles away from the encoding station. Thus, CATTS allowed teachers

to be aware of a change in their behaviors regarding low-status children.
/

In essence, CATTS was seen as an amplificitiOn of feedback already in the

interaction situation, that is, the Children's responsesand behavior

during the session. Therefore; the amplifiCation was intended to assist

the classroom teachers in modifying their classroom behaviors toward

rejected children.

Furthermore, it was predicted that F. Group 1 teachers would increase
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their percentage of interactions to a greater extent than E Group 2 teachers

on the basis of the results of prior studies using CATTS. VanEvery (1971)

andSchmitt (1969) both found that practice over time facilitates skill

acquision. .VanEvery,.(1971) found that therapist trainees woo received

CATTS feedback produced significantly more social reinforcementpatterns

and a. higher therapist reinforcement/patient response ratio than trainees

who received no CATTS feedback., Schmitt (1969) gave teacher trainees feed-

back on their use of broad questions. Those trainees who received CATTi

feedback spent significantly more time using broad questions in the treatment (
a

phase as compated-tO the baseline phase. Weaver (1969) also provided

teacher trainees; -with CATTS feedback on their use of student ideas. The

trainees whO received CATTS feedback did increase in mean gains from

9

baseline to treat29t phases.
5.\.

The prediction of greater in:rease in interactions -for E Group 1

as opposed to E Group 2 was also related to the fact that E Group 1 had

-

twelve feedback ptintouts in contrast tp
\ he 7feedba printputs received

by E Group 2. Several studies have sh wn that the greater the number of

feedback opportunities, the greater the chances that the desired behavior
6

will occur (Amidon & Hoffman, 1965; Carlson, 1974; Dowd E Blocker, 1974;

Heinrich & McKugan, 1969).

Further support for these 'hypotheses is found in the social status

intervention studies which showed that rejected children, when encouraged

by their teachers to participate in classroom activities, increased in,the

types of behaviors displayed by high-status children (BOnney, 1971; Brown

F MacDougal, Retish, 1968; Taha F Elkins, 1950). Still more support

is lent to these hypotheses from the social status change studies which

indicate that, once teachers start to modify their Flassroom.behaviors in



a positive way towards rejected pupils, the classroom peer behavior changes

as well (Anderson, 1946; Atkinson, 1949; Flanders & Havumaki, 1960; Kinney,

1953; Taba E Elkins, 1950).

Product variables: Sociometric posttiest scores. Three weeks after

the termination of the CATTS intervention, 'the same form of the sdcio-

metric instrument, "About Me and My Friends" (AMMF), was administered to

all pupils in the 16 classrooms as a posttest, It was anticipated that,

by the end of the study, the target pupils would no long be the most

rejected due to the change brought about in the classroom climate through

the CATTS feedback to the, teachers. It was expected that4the teacher would)

be moreolpositive towards the rejected pupils, i.e., give them more posi-

, tive, reinforcement and answer,mor, of their,questions. 'Therefore, it Was

predicted that, because of theiteachers' behavioral changes, the peers in'

the classroom would respond to these target children more positively, as

indicated by positive AMMF posttest scores. ir
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Four hypotheses (H4 - H7) follow from,the above reasoning:

H othesis_4:

Elementary school pupils who are initially rejected by their p4rs

reveal significant positive changes in their sociometric status

as a function of their teacher's receiving immediate CATTS feedb ck

on three teacher categories: Makes statement, gives-positive

reinforcement d asks questions.

Partial support for H4 is derived fromithe' requireMent of a signi-
-r

ficant increase in the sociometrit status of rejectedp4Ils from pre to

posttesting.



Hypothesis 5:

Changes in targeted teacher behaviors significantly influence the

change of sociometric status of rejected pupils in Experimental
ob

Group 1.

In the present study the percentage increase of teacher categories

for Experimental Group 1 dpring Period 2 should reveal a significant

influence on the posttest scores when controlled for pretest score influ-

ences. Such evidence would support the contention that sociometric

%

change is directly related to the modification of teacher. behaviors.

Hypothesis 6:

Chan es in u it targeted'interaction categories signific tly

influence changes' in the sociometric, status of rejected pupils

in,Expefimental Group 1.

Where HS sits a direct influence of teachei process variables

on sociometric status o es of pupils, H6 suggests that process

changes among pupils have direct influence on changes in sociometric

status of rejected pupils.

Hypothesis 7:

The relationships expressed in hypothesis 5 and hypothesis 6 are

replicable.

The validity of F!5 and H6 gains strength through a replication of

the.effects expected for E-411 Experimental Groups 1 and 2.

The foundation for H5 through\y7 is the research which indicates

that the teacher is the most influential person in the classroom, and

when his/her behavir- becomes more positive towards low - stabs children

Over a period of time, peers ip the classroom also start to interact more
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positiirely with low-status pupils.

The 'following chapter describes-the subjects`, materials and procedures

which were used in testing the above hypotheses.
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CHAPTER IV

METHODS

The methods designed for testing the hypotheses stated in the pre-,

vi,pus chapter are presented in this chapter.
3

try Subjects

Teachers

een elementary schoul teachers in northwest Indiana volunteered

to participate in the study. The age of the teachers ranged from 25 to

62, with a mean age of 36.5. The teachers had a mean of 12 years of
4,

teaching experience, and 14 had completed the master's degree in elemen-

tary education. summary of-ithe teachers' professional characteristics

is presented in-Table 1.

Pupils

Thirty-two children participated in this study. They had a mean

chronolOgialage of 9.5, with a SD = 3.18. The majority of the children

were boys (n = 18). They tended to be low-average academic achievers for

their grade levels, and 17 Out---of the 32 children were repeating tlile grade

level in which they were enrolled. All of the children were Caucasian

an were characteristically from large families with a mean-of 6.5 family
or

members. Table 2 contains a summary, of the pupils' characteristics.

Sol
/

( ^
The school was situated in northwest Indiana in_a subu ban community

.
n

with a shifting population of lower-class Caucasian fami . Most
/

of the

children were white Anglo-Saxons from lower socioeconomic backgrounds.

Racially different children welt being bused into this community, and the

ethnic makeup of the school was Anglo-American,: Black-American, Puert

P

f



Table 1

Characteristics of Teachers

TREATMENT TEACHER ----.... GRADE YEARS

CONDITION I.1) NO. SEX ' AGE __- DEGREE TAUGE. EXPERIENCE
.,

/

'Experi tt1 5-13 F 25 M.S. Fifth 4

Experi 41 ):`1-2 F Tp 28 M.S. First 7

26 M.S. First 4

I
46 M.S. Second' 23

46 M.S. Third 6

36 M.S. First 14

\,

40 1.,5. First 13 N,,....,

38 M.S. Third,- 15

31 ?I1. S. Third 10

28 B.S. Sixth 5

27-1
-; .S. .Second ' 7

39 I.S. ,Fifth 15

34 ti1.S. Fifth 13

46 ,',.S. Fourth 22

62 B.A_ 'Third 20

46,38 P.S. Sixth 14

Experi ::-)
"._

Experi #2 t..

._

-, -,

-_

Experi 41 3-3

Experi 42

Experi 41 1-3

Experi /i2 3-1 F

Experi, f.] 3-2 I

Experi #2 6-2 M

Experi 1
-, 1

Lxvieri 1 -3 I

I

FVeri #1 3-2 P

Experi #2 .4-1 E

Experi t!'4 2-3 I

Experi 1 6-1 F
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Table 2

Characteristics of Rejected Children
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2 1-1 1 M A Y NA 4 M N 7.7

3 1-2 1 M A"" Y NA 7 ft N 7.5

4 1-2 1 M A 1\1 NA 3 M N 6.7

5 1-3 1 I- N NA 3 M Y 7.3

6 1-3 l A N NA 10 M N 6.10.

7 1-4 , -45A- *4- Y NA 6 M Y 8.0

6.718 1-4 1 F N NA 6 M N

9 2-1 2 F A Y 87 7 M N 8.0

10 2-1 2 M A Y 112 3 M N 8.5

11 2-2 2 F A N 10410 11 M N 8.11

12 2-2 2 M A N 111 s:;'5 M N 8.0

13 ;2-3 2 M BA Y 81 8 M N 8.7

14 2-3 2 F BA N 92 9 M N 7.11

15 2 -3
...

F A Y

Y

10_3/

93
11

4

M
M .

N ,

Y

10.6

916 3-1 3 M BA

17 3-1 S I. A N 93 4 M N 9.3'

18 3-2 3 M . N 101 6 M N 9.3

19 3-3 3 1,1 BA N NA 4 M N 8.11

20 3-3 3 M, A 110 8 M N 8.5

21 4-1 .4 M A N 98 6 M N 9.9

22 4-1 4 F A N 129 5 M N 10.0

23 5-1 5 F A Y 101 4 M N 11.11

24 5-1 5 F 190

k01 ,

6

4

M
M

N .

Y

12.0
11.425 5-2 ..- 5 M A N

26 5-2 5 M A Y r----76 4

7

6

M
M
D

Y

Y

N

13.0

11.0
12.3

27 5-3 5

5

M

/
BA

...., BA
Y

Y

101

6628 5-3

29 6-1 6 F A N 116 8 D N 12.1'

30 6-1 6 F A Y 9 7 7 -M N 13.2
31 6 -2. 6 I. A Y 79 7 M N 13.5
32 -6-2 6 I`.1 Y 1 85 9 D t N 15.2,

KEY

A = AVerae
BA = Below Ave /we
U = 'Divorced .

M = MarrieJ

NA = Not Available
Y - Yes
N = No
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Rican-American, and Mexican-American.

Instruments`

Observation Instrument

An interaction analysis system, containing seven -categories and sub-
,

scripted to indicate who was the initiator of the behavior, was used in
4

this study. The categories of the system were: asks questions, calls on,

answers question, raises hand, makes statement, positive feedback, and no

response (see Appendix B f a more detailed description). This system

was developed to discriminate cognitive behaviors Occurring in the class-

broom. The observation instrument, the Indiana Interaction Index (III),

was adapted from a system developed by Semmel,;and Myers (1971) .called the

Indiana Pupil Participation Index. The III monitors pupil-teacher and

pupil-pupil cognitive behaviors occurring in the classroom (see Appendix B).

This particular observation instrument allowed the researcher to

focus on patterns of behavior occurring in the classroom as well as the

frequency of specific categories.

Training of Observers

Six housewives from the community were selected to be>trained as
ti 0

'observers. All six observers had a high school education, and one had a

B.S. in\educ The age rang, of the coders was from 26 to 45, with

a mean of 4 years. None of the housewives had prior experience with

tbservation tools.

The training period was a 40-hoUr week. On the first day, the

trainees were asked to define and analyze each category, in the III. A

number was then associated with each'category. The trainees were evaluated

continuously as they roleplayed and coded written classroom dialogue.

Both videotapes and audiotapes were used in the training sessions
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of the observers. .The videotapes simulated classrooms stressed the
9

cognitive aspect of classroom behaviors. The initial videotapes contained

short, one-vinute classroom segments As the trainees' coder criterion ,J

f-..'

rose, the audiotape segments became more complex `in nature, shifting

three-minute segmentl In the last phase of.training, observers used 10-15 -

minute videotapes which required continuous coding in order to approximate,

"real" classroom behavior.

On the fifth day, observers were given a criterion test on the use

of the III categories. Criterion reliability and intra-coder reliability

were assessed! The five observers having the highest criterion reliability

were chosen as coders,,, and the sixth person was selected to be the substi-

tute coder. The,observers had a mean score of .90 on criterion reliability

tests and .93 on intra-coder reliability tests at the start of the study.

The hypotheses investigated in this study were dependent on the accu-

racy of observer coding abilities. Therefore, throughout the study there

were maintenance reliability Checks made on obser rs' coding skills.

Maintenance checks were held every 10 days, and the coders maintained the

.90 and'.93 reliabilities. The purpose of the observer maintenance check
AO.

was to see whether or not the observers had sustained their observer accu-

racy on th'e I,II observation instrument throughout the study.

Observation Sessions,

Observation periods were 20 minutes in length, and each teacher was

observed 18 times the study. Observers were situated in the class-

room, permits g an optimal view of classroom activity. The trained

observer walked into the room carrying a TOUCH-TONE telephone with a

25-foot extension cord. The observer connected it to. a p one` jack in the

room, dialed the computer hookup in Bloomington, and proceeded to code
0

6
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classroom behavior. Each observer was instructed to primarily traek Target

1 and Target 2 children in the classroom 'and, secondly,to track all other

children in theclassroom.

Two observe;k coded daily and, in order to reduce the fatigue factor

7,....t..

and assure reliable da, observers coded only one -minute session per

houl: In ad4ition, observers were randomly assigned classrooms in order

S.

to avoid a-coder bias factor.

$
Procedure

Phas? 1 - Sociometric Pretesting

Because children in the lower grades could not read fluently and because

a uniform procedure was needed, a sociometric instrument whierlid not

require any reading skills was used. The instrument, "About Me and My

Friends," was administered during the first-week of the study. To insure

relative consistency and a high degree of rapport, theNolassroom teachers

NJ
were asked to administer the sociometric measure. The teachers were

given an instruction sheet which gave specific directions on how to-admin-
.

ister the sociometric instrument (see Appendix C)..

To administer-this instrument, the teacher pit the name of a child

en the blackboard. The children were instructed to copy the name and

mark one oflhe four faces next to the name. The children were told that

a face with a question mark'meant that-s/he didn't know the child well

enough to tell how s/he felt about this particular child. The happy

face selection indicated complete acceptance of the child in question.

The face with no expression indicated that s /he 011 not care about the

child or -was ambivalent. The unhappy faces indicated rejection; s/he

liked the child in question.

names of the children were placed on the hoard until all children

6:
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a ft

. in the classrOom had beeh listed. The insttument-also required that each
-ff

child rate himself/herself in terms of the four face choiCes, thus giving

a measure of self-concept. The sociometric instrument took about 20

minutes to administer in all grade Ieve/s.

In order to have a numerical weighting,.the faces were given these

values: a happy face = 2Jioint; a question mark = 1 point; rejection =

-1 poiny.and ambivalence = 0 points, The sociometric instruments were

scored and ranked to dqterthine who were the two loWest-scoring childre

in each classroom. The two childrenmominated as the most rejected by i

their peers were the target, pupils in the study.

All deddren in the school were assigned # a her so that the obser-

vers could track the/two target or rejected chiI dren the baseline phase

of the study. The numberslalso assured that he to chers would not know

(who the target children w .

).'

Phase 2 - Collecting Bas line Observations (0
1

-0
6

)

During the baseline period, the first five sessions of the study

. _ ...., .

(01,r05), observers monitored the behavior of teachers and peers toward the j

1 /)
. ',.

rejected chijdren. After the completion of the fifth observation, the
r...._

. .is.

.

teachers were ranked from high to low or their cognitive interactions w.th I

,e

the target children. A high ranking was given to the teachers if they
4-

I

had a high frequency of inter ac ions with the target'children, and aglow

ranking was given if they had m nimal.interactions with the target chil-

dren. To insure equality of interaction status within the teacher Experi-

mental Group 1 and Experimental Group 2, teachers were placed into eight

high-low ranking pairs. A table of random numbers was used to cast the

high-low pairs into two groups. Four pairs became'E Group 1 and theOther
k

four pairs composed E Group 2.
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Phase 3/? Group 1 Receive; CATTS Feedback

/Befoxc.re ceik ing CATTS feedback, all of the teachers in E Group 1

were brought together and given a module on how to read And interpret the

a

computer printout (see Appendix E). During this meeting, teachers were

told that two'children in their classroom had beeh rated by their peers

as the least liked. The researcher asked the teachers to try to change

their behavior ina positive fashion towards t> rejected children in

t

their classrooms in hopes of changing the peers' attitude from rejection

to acceptance of the rejected children. Teachers were instructed as to

how this change could he achieved.

Teachers were asked to emphasize three social facilitator skills

when interacting with the target pupils: (1) ask more questions; (2).call

on the target pupils by name; and (3) answer the target pupils' questions

and:positively reinforce their appjopriate behaviors. The teachers were

also/informed that for the next 12,observation.sessions they would be

receiving CATTS p6st-sessir feedback in the form of a computer printoalt.

In addition, teachers were given a module.designed to facilitate their

understanding of the/CATTS,feedback. The module contained a.copy,of the

computer printout as well as a ditCussiOnof each feedback,heading.,

It was explained to the teachers that the feedback, categories were based

on the Indiana Interaction Index (III) ,observation instrument, -and cate-

icary names and definitions were-stressed.

Following the morning meeting, those.teachers in group one-began to

riceive CATTS post-session feedback for the null five sessions ("7-0X11

In contrast,-gropp two teachers did,not receive the,CATTS,feedback and

continued with f e additional baseline observations (07-011)'

CATTS data phone. In this study feedback On teaching behavibrs was
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Lc,

.

,

axidnented by the us f a Computerc-Assisted Teacher Training System (CATTS).

CATTS is described by Semmel (1974) as a closed-looped feedback system

baied on a cybernetic Model. The specific CATTS configaration is divided

into four stations: (1) the Teching Station,. (2) the Observation-Coding

Station, (3) the Analysis-Encoding,Station,,,and (4) the Telecopier Station

(see Figure 3).
te \

Teaching Station. -Station I for_this s.tudy.was located in 16 class-

rooms in an elementary, school in northwest Indiana. A,teacher.and class

of approximately 29 children'comprised each Teaching Station.

Observation-Coding Station. The Observation-CocOng Station was also

located in the classroom in this configuration. A trained observer in

the classroom coded classroom, behaviors for 202minute periods approxi,

. ,

mately four times a week on a TOUCH-TONE telephone. This telephonewas

connected by long-distance h9okup to a computer in Bloomington, Indiana,

200 miles away.

_jalysi.s:-E2L-codirAl-Station. This-station was located in the Teacher
N

Education Laboratory (TEL) at the Center for Innovation in Teaching the
. ,

Handicapped in _Bloomington, Indiana; where a small PDP-12 computer was

programmed, to receive data through a-data phone.installation. The com-

pUter was.programmed to process and analyze.data. The incoming data

signals were stored and analyzed within micro - seconds. The computer then

transmitted, on a standard teletype:a hardcopy summary of the analyzed

.

data. This summary was then,transmitted via a Xerox telecopierto the

receiver telecopier in the school 200,miles away.
_..

,
, ! -i.-?t_'

,

Telecopier Station. 'All of the feedback on the teacher's classroom
,-,7, ,

,-.1.,
.

.

behavior was transmitted to the Telecopier Station lociied in an office in

the school principal's suite. This station consist 'primarily of the
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..Teaching Station and..

Observation- Coding Station

pupils--

CLASSROOM

O 0 0000 0
TOUCH-TONE'.

Telephone.
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Figuye 3. CATTS Data Phone Configuration
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Xerox telecopier and telephone computer. The'telecopier read the'signals

,'transmitte4 Over legNistance telephone lines and traniformed t1M into-

a printed .s nqintout. Thus, long-distance telephone lines were

used to to inpu as well'as output data in this study, allowing teachers. to

receive s ary feedback on their classrOom behaviors within 10. minutes
. A

after the,end of the observed teaching session.

Phase 4 - Experimental Groups 1 and 2 Receive Feedback (0X12 -/318)

63

:During observations 12 through l8, all teachers received feedback.

It was during this, period that E Group 2 initially received post-session

feedback' in the form of a computer.printout. BefOre the twelfth session

.was observed, the tea9ers (N = 8) were called to a meeting and toad

about the tracking of two rejected children in their claSsrooms. They

,also were informed that they would be receiving feedback through a corn

puter printout. jeacjiers ktf E Group 2 rceived the exact instructions

concerning feedback that teachers in E Group .1 received, Hence, wit .

completion of the eighteenth obserVation, the E GrouPi teachers had 6-

baseline observatirs and-Jtwelve treatment $tbse,tvationS, and E Group 2
- v

/

'teachers had eleven observations of baseline(and seven.of treatmen

(post-session 'feedback).

Feedback format. CATTS post-session feedback was tramsn-ttesl-Via

'z$,

the CAM'S data phone system over a Xerox telecopier The telecopier'read

the signals transmits through the telephone receiver and transcribed

.

.

them info graphic formats. -,

The computer printout format was simple and readable, facilitating

the teacher's understanding of the feedback. The &Ica on the printout

initially consisted of identification information. The first indicator

was the,teacher identifying numhex: The first digit ,identified the grade



level and the second digit identified -the class numbox (1-1 to 6-2;,see

Figure 4). The second and third set of indicat.ors were the identification'

nilmb rs, of the target children (0-500). The fourth indicator was the coder

identification 4.aper (01-04). The fifth and sixth indicators gave the

date and time of the observation period. 411 identifying information was

sent on-line by the obsetvers to the data center, as were the following

N\ categories of data on the computer printout (see Figure 4).

The heading Interactions on the printout was the indicator of the

source and frequency of cognitive interactions which took place in the

4
observed classrooms. The sources were either (1) teacher to Target 1,

(2)'teacher to Target 2, (3) teachers to others, (4) pupils to Target 1,

and (5) pupils to Target 2. The frequency totals followed, the source indi-

cators. This data summary gave the teacher a breakdown of classroom inter-

actions with the target pUpils by source and frequency of occurrence.

The following headiog on the printout, Category Summary, was the-'

listing of the seven categories of the Indiana Interaction Index (III),

the observation instrument,-with frequency totals for each category. Thg

categories of the observation instrument were: (1) asks question;

(2) calls on; (3) answers; {4) hands up; statement; (6) positive feed-

back; and (7) no response. This heatSng also gave the source of inter7
A

actors with target pupils: (1) teacher; (2) Target 1; (3) Taiget 2; and

(4) other§.. The rationale for including this type of summary was to give

-\\

the classrooth teaches an opportunity to a alyze his/her classroom behavior

64

in terms of very specific behavior categor es. It gave the teacher\an

indication of how's /he was interac ith the rejected children-e4.,

a high -frequency of no responses or aifpw tfrequency:of positive reinforce-
ft

mept). Hence, tie teacher could look at his/her behavior and try to make



CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION INDEX

',TEACHER: 1-1

TARGET 1: 217
TARGET

CODER : Of

DATE : -,4/30/74.,

TIME : 10:00

INTERACTIONS

SOURCE

TEACHER Ti) JARCEY 1

FREQUENCY

19

AEACHER 'Ii) TARGET 2 18
TEACHER TO OTHERS 63

PUPILS TO TARGET 1 14

PUClES iU M.RGET 2 13

PARTICIPATION CATEGORY SUMMARY (FREQ)

CATEGORY. TEACHER TAR(ET 1 TARGET 2 OTHERS

ASK ?'S 66: 0 0 4

CALLS ON 31 0 0 *. 0

.A.,SKERS' '? 4 19 17 39

HANDS UP 0 14 14
-,9

STATEMENT 45 0 - 0 1_

P05ITI\ IT 41 0 0 C.

NO RESPONSE 0 C 0 0

TOTAL 13 33 31

PART{CJFA1I0 INPTX
rj6 l TOTAL CODES)

IARGE1 1

TARGET 2
TRLES

IJA;ure I. Feedback Fermat.

65
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\Je
p 41 sitive changes for the next day. The CATTS feedhach was expected to

be effective becaus?it was immediate (10-minute turn-around time.' and

behaviorally specific.

The. last, heading, Participation In was included to give th teach-
,

er a breakdOwn of the percentage of oral classroom interactions. The

sources of-teacher interactions were:,(1) Target 1, (2) Target '2, and

(3) Others. 43

Phase 5 - Sociometric Posttesting

).

Three weeks after post-session feedback had been terminated, post-

testing of social status took place.. The exact procedures used in the

pretest were replicated during the posttest phase.

Phage 6 - Data Analysis

The design. The data analysis was hased on the following experi-.

mental design:

Period 1
R

Period 2 y7 Period 3

Exp.

oup 1 (n=8) OX70Xs0X90X100X11

Exp.

Group 2 (n=8) 07080901011

Where R = Random assignment of subjects (pairs)

0 = No Feedback Observation

OXI2OX13°X140X

66

OX 12O ox ox o ox
12 13 14 15 16

Y"17 18

OX = Feedback Observation

Period 1

Exp. Groupl (3aseline = 01-06

Period 2

Treatment OX7-0X11

Period 3 ,

Treatment 0X12-0\18

Exp. qroup2 Baseline = 01-06 Baseline 0-7- nll ireatment OX12-0X1p

rY



Percept increase. These data were analyzed using percentage increase

as a dependent variable in which individual differenceS between subjects

were removed. This was done through a conversion of the mean score during

Period 2 for each subject as a percent increase over mean Period 1 score,

5'1
= Si2 = Sil - Sil x 100, where i is-the ith subject, and S. and Si2

S i2

refer to the mean scores for Period 1 and Period 2 for the ith subject.

The term S!
12

Tis then the percentage increase in Period 2 over Period 1.

Similar scores were computed for Period 3 as percentage increase over

Period 2.. Thus there were only 2 periods which were analyzed, Period 2

;

or)S!, = Si2 - Sii x 100, and Period 3 or Si3 = Si3 - x 100, The

percentage improvement over previous period measures was used, based on

the theoretical OsitiOn that the group dynamics of a classroom is rela;
Ak. .

'tively stable.

Teacher as the change agent. The intervention\resides with the

teachers because the teachers increase their narticip ion with the

target children. This results in increased p icipatiops by targets 1

67

and 2. By correlating percentage improvement, scores of teachers (foi -

example, G1,.P2 and G2, P3) with target 1 pfttentage,improvement ,score's

0 ff
(on the teacher and pupil constructs) the effect of t acher'sc.behavior on

target 1 behavior can be -clearly shown. Similar correlf4,ions can be per-

.formed with teacher and target.2 variables. This relationship is shown in

Figure 5, as indicated by the arrow leading from teacher variables to

Relating input-process-product. The last stage of the analysis 11,s,..

to relate output to input and process. The relationship for am' target

target variables.

7

°



Input

Teacher
Variablei-;

1- -1r Target ,

Vat' ab les -

A

OUTPUT

Figure 5. Re lating input and process
vari ab les O. product vriri ables
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child can be expressed as: Outp t = (Input, teacher variables, target

variables), where input and output are target scores on Nr::. pretet and

posttest-respectively. \ stepwise multiple regreion analy:.Jis was 7,e r-
,

formed on the above Junction, with the order-A): inclusion in three stages

as specified above. The SS
reg

due to ifnpt,shows the proportion of output

explained by input. The increase in SSreg due to teacher variables shows

the contribution by the teachers' change of classroom dvnamics- The
'

increase in SS reg
due to target variables shows the contribution of

targets over and above that of the teachers' contribution.

The model is as shown in Figure S.

The input ?(target's pretest scores) and the teachers' interacti'on'

with targets are assumed to have been stabilized during the baseline

trials. Each teacher adjusts his/her interaction with these rejected

children, depending upon their own judgments-about these children. The

rejected children also interact with the teacher to the extent that they

feel comfOrtat6ble. Since teacher and target variableS are being measured

as percentage improvement over a baseline, the input will not affec

the process. rJ

The teachers in Group 1 and,Group 2 are'both "Experimental" Groups,

and-Group 2 results are considered as a "replication" of the Group 1

results. To consider the replication effect,, the` number of treatment ,

trials in both groups must be the same. Hence, Group 1, Period 3 and
.;

Group 2, Period 3 improvements were used in the /above stepwis' regres-

sions with 1(44,rget, children (2 x §3 classrooms) as the Unit of anats,

The next chapter presents the results of the study.
'4
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CPAPTtR V

RESULTS

This chapter presents the pnalysis,.of the data collected through

the procedures outlined in Chapter IV. The results illustrate how 'the

input and process variables have affected the product variables (see

Figure 5). The input variables were defined as the pretest scores, the

process variables were defiled as the classroom interactions as affected

by the CATTS intervention, and the product variables were defined as

the posttest scores. The dependent variables in this study were the

posttest scores and the independent variables were the pretest scores

and the classroom interactions as they were affected by the CATTS inter-

-

vention. The data were alyzed by a stermise multiple regression

analysis and a percentage increase,odel.

Product VariableX

!zi

Lypothesis 4. H4 implied that there would be an increasefrom pre

to posttesting, on the sociometric scores. It was expected that there

would be .a change in class dynamics or interactions which would ultimately

bring about a significant-increase in the posttest Scores of the rejected

children. This was hypothesized because the CATTS intervention was ex-

pecited.to have an impact onthe teacher behavior, that is, change the

r frequency and style, of ineraGtionith low-status children. TAle 3t.

1

shOFs the pre and
s:,

.osttest scores of the target (rejected-1 students: --,

.

/-,,.:

,

sign test was used to analyze these data. The results On Table I reveal

e
that'changes from pre to posttesting were significant at tree nn2 level

4

! .

(P,. .002, = 25, .. 5, 0 = 2). Thus-, hypothesis A W1=. sup-pOred.-i
.

.34
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Table -5

Test on AM!' Pre to Post F,cotos r Targets

Pre Post

2 +7
2 12-

11 20
3' 15

_0 7

8 -11
5 5

7 7

12 20
2 30
8 15
7

, --)- _

.1 20
7 22

0 34
9 , .30

8 )''14
/
-

' 1
77 32

--- 0 ,

22 -- '211

1.(:, , 42
12- 18
11 , .

:- , ° '18
u 2_1

S .25
20

5 14
21

- 7-3

:7>

-4 9
- 4

Sign

0
0

1'
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Hypotheses 5 and 6. 115 and 116 nredicted that teacher and target cate-

gories would significantly contribute to the change' in posttesting of__

sociometric scores of Experimental Grou The summary-table of stepwise

regression for the-16 target children in Experimental Group 'A with ,V9117

posttest as the dependent variable, is shown in Table 1. The order of
,

inclusion of variables was specified as i'VTIF 'pretest, teacher categories,
J.

and target 'categories, respectively. Within the teachers or target care=

gories, , the order of inclUsion was automatically selected by the prOgram,

based o the magnitude of partial-r holding all previous variables ,Czo'n-i.
stunt, The overall F was significant at 3 < .t05 up to step 6,- and at

1.,

step 7 the 3 level was x°084, The yarian in A1111P posttest was contrih-
!

utip, by:

1. AMMF pretest P.630°6'
. , ..

!. ,L.,,-,.,

2. Teacher categories =, 54.2330

?3,, Target categories = In. 380% '

a 2

Tota contii ution if 71...2910

It is clear that the contribution of the teacher Categories and target
,

categories to the,AITIF $bosttest variance was signi ficantly higher than

the contribution of ,N,N1,1F Trete st s cores . bUt,of 61 c I o f varianc-e con -I,

tribute-CI by 4aciier and t',,irgettategbris, 83.93% (54.233/61,613) was

IS contributed by the teacher. cAegol-rN. ince the *treatmertt"'"was the
I 0 ;

into kyerftion' tlirOugh the teachers,:this 8V3`-'6 can he con Iered as the
;

efficiency of4reatment. The overall efficiency (di roc+. and indirect

_effects-) of the treatment was 30..636 (64.613/71;293, .

72

A4. L.- i-'
-F...

-

DiregArding the slithsteincreapsq irn a (.n84) 'inti,e 1 ast step', '1,--

potheses 5 and 6 can he considered A. t_11.5c56-tcJ by t',, oven:i 1

F teg't (



Table 4

Multiple Regression Summary Table Tor Experimental

(rotip 1 on ,the Dependent Ofriable Posttest Scores

R S44reStep Multiple

1. AMMF Pretest
i

.25846.'J.06480

2, Teacher Pori
tivc Feedba5k

.5653-1 :51961

3. Teacher Makes .77915', .60707

Stateinents

Teacher Asks .7804- (-.60915

Questions,
Calls On

.

5. Target'Asks, .830119 .0'813471

``fie tions rt

6. Target Raise .84205 .70901

Hand

. Target Answers .84435 .71294

6, ,

Testions

R Square

Change F Siinificance

.334.06680 1.00219

.25280 5.05328

.28747 6.18002

.1.."002716 4.28562)

.082

.025

Ai

.01930

.00393

1,080.57i:

0

2,83833 .084

4 44-n-'1 ,

3,. 65476 , .040

73

.022,
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Hypothesis 7. H7 stated that there would he a replication.effe

for ExperimentWGfoup 2 which would show that target and teacher cate-
,

gories,significantly cont4buted to the change' in posttest scores. The

74

summary table for Experimental Group 2 is shown in Tahle 5. It can he seen ,(

that'the order qf inclusion of target variables was slightly different;,

targets asking' uestions was entered last. The overall F test was high -`

ly significalil. The various perCentages for Experimental Group 2 are as'below:

1. AMMF pretest = 46.9.60%

2. Teacher categories = 25.687%

3. Target categories = 8.850%

Total contribution = 81.5060

The improvement in prediction due to treatment (direct and indirect) was

34,546% (25.687 + 8:859), and the-rejative contribution of treatment to

the variance accounted for by the-above three was 42..3.85% (34.S46/81.5O6).
.,

-,

While the_percent'ages and mriple.R2, of Group 1, were Trot the -same
4 .

as Gro4 1, the seneral effect-of teachercategories and target categories
7 .

'L,

Coptributling

.

to the, variance of NTT posttest scores seem to be\replicated.,
.-..,

>
,}

.The next question to pe considered is whether there were any factorS.-

other than thy" above three factors which were systematically, affecting

,

\the posttest scores. The inspection of residuals) (Y-y) for hnth Group 1 and
N\ '.

a

-7 Group 2 for the 16 subjects in each ,group reveals no systematic bias in iOsid-
. 2

(

uals.
k.

The number of poSitive and negative residuals were Seach for Group 1,,
. .

....,
.

. whereas for Group 2 there were-9 positive ,residuals an,1 neative resid-

.:%)' ''\
,,,

.

uals. There were no outliers of more than- 2 SO within.Exnerimental Group

1 and Experimental Group 2 (see Figure' r -c
-,,

j
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Table e
Multiple Regression Summary Table.for (roue 2.

o the' Dependent Variable Posttest Scores

Step

1. AMMF Itetest

2, Teacher Posi-
.

tive FeedbaCk-N

.3. .'Yeager Nrakes
i:

Stat ments

. Teacher Asks
Question's,

'

Calls Op
e.

5. Target Raises

R Square

.68527 .46960

;-79229 -.6277f

..83579' .69855

.85233 .72647:,

.90150 .181270
.

Hancl. :
ca

. .Target Answers .902.35'

Questions

--0#7

R S'&luare

75

Change OVerall F Significance

.46960 12.39501 :003

.15812 ,10.96003 .002

'L.)

.0.7083 9.26916 .002

-a.'

.08624

.81423 _00153

7. Target. Asks .9028Q: .81505

Questions

730365.,,- .004

8.67832' .002
.

6.57461. .007

5.03634 .018

r
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°

Process Variables

CATTS Feedback as an Instrument o,f Change

Hypothesis 1. .111 predicted that Experimental.Groun 1, Period 2

would have more classroom interactions than Experimental Group 2, Period 2,

This was predicted because the CATTS intervention would cause the -teacher

arget children to interact more often as a result of the systematic'

,Afeedback. The percentage of improvements for phases 'l and 2 are presented.

in Table 6. ThOsiX categories of behaviors focused on in the study are

included in the table. Data in Table 6 indicate that Exnerimental Group 1

during.Period 2 had higher gains in-percentage increases than Experimental

Group ,2 during the same neriod: It can he seen by 4:se..data that the

teachers and targets in E GI, P2 did increase their interactions signifi-

cantly and Hypothesis 1 is supported.

hypothesis -2. H2 predicted that E G2, P3 = E G2, f.1'2; that is to say,

that there Would he a diffesr.e e between the period in which CAT,TSfeed-

hack was instituted and the period in which Experimental Group 2 did not

have the feedback opportunities.

Table 7 shows the nercentage increase scores, for, Experimental Groun 2,

Periods 2 -and, 3, These data,reyeat-ihat E G2, P3, - E G2, P2 in-percentage

*
.?

c increases-

from

In the teacher categories there were significant increases-
,-

froM P2*to 133. These data support Hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 3. H3 stated that there wnd he a replication effect,

E G2, P3 E 1)2. Table 8 contains a summary which shows the replica-

-tion.of t -(11, N, and E G2, 4113 (the period when both groups were receiving
ir '. .!, -

CATTIS,feedhaCk) .1 The data ,show that in the teacher .categories the. r.vrTs

.feedback effect was repliCated becauSe. the percent increase as very similar:

Teacher makes statement E Gl, P2 = 60, '.v (32, P3 . 6Sy.1 Teacher give!-;



Table

Suumiary Table of Percentage Increases,

for E Gtoup _L& 2 for Phase

78

Exp. Group 1
Period 2 (2/1)

X .

' (;toup 2.

Period 2Q(2/1)
S.D.

Teacher Makes Statement 60.66% " 48.02% 21.57% 38.89%

Teacher Positive Feedbfte".47.43 63.70 6.29 49.74

Teacher Asl.:.s Questions 26.88 33.78 38.12

'Targets Ask Questions 133.61 193.21 S7.95

Target'Raises Hand 113.55 96.40' 79-.83 ' 1412.02'

Target Areswers Questions 157.44, 190.21.7 112.l 143.08

As,
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Table

Summary Table of Percentage

Increases ror E Group'
y
2

79

xp. Group 2
Period 2 -4

S.D.

Exp. Group
Period 3

2

S.D.

TeacheT Makes Statement 21.570 58.890' 65.41% 33.74%'

Teacher Positive FeedbaCk A9.74

Teacher Ask s QueSti:on 20.72 '38.12 40.82 r 43.78
,,

Trgets Ask Okestion -45,00 90.64'

Target Rais e Hands 70.83 192.02 588.93 '394.80

Ta'rget Al5sw el.'s 'Questions 11.2.19 143.08 206,E 7

:

289.34

ri

4

`e"
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Table 8

SurFary Table of Percentage Increases for

E Group 1 E, 2, Contrasting Period 2& 3

Group 1
_Period 2

S.D.

Group 2
Period 3

S.D.

Tedcher -Makes 60.66% 48:02% 6$41% 35.94%
Statement

4'Teacher Gives .; 47.43 63.70 99:69 63.17
E.'@"tve Feedback

Teacher Asks 2b.88
0

40.82
Questions

Targets Ask 133.61 193.21 78.8(.)," 9.0.64
Question

,41,1Atzti

Targets Raise 113.55 96.40 93 34.80
!land f

Taigets AnsIN'er 157.44 .190:27 206.27 286.34
Question'

J

v

80
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positive feedback GL, P2 = 47.43, G2; P. = 97.69;,Teacher asks questions

26.88 = 40.82. In the target categories increases were very similar for

both groups: Target asks question 17 GI, P2 = 133.61%, E G2, P3 = 78.80;

Target raises hand'E Gl, P2 = 113.55, E G2, P3 = 358.93; Target answers

questions E G1 P2 157.44, E G2, P3 = 206.27. In summary, these data

support Hypothesis 3.

The results of the data analyses Ndicated that,it is possible to imp-

rove the low social status of rejected children. .Thodaetti' also disclosed

that the CATTS intervention did. contribute to changes in classroom;inter-

actions. But more importantly, the results revealed than the teacher

behaviors or classroom ,interactions were the most sigpTficant factor

tribUting to posttest score gains. Table 9 presents a Succinct summary

of the results.'presented in this qlapter.

Discussion

Hypothesi, 4 predicted that there would be an increase from pre to
.

pos-t.testing on i ocioetric scores. The VSults,showed that pre to
A_

posttng Teorp si fidantl. changed: This finding was also supporfed by-
.

several othezx studies in which an inter''` tion was instituted to increase

social'status (Atkinson, 1"440; Ch ires,1v1966; Kranzler, Dyer, FT

a

longer,.; 066). Atkinson (1n49) us d the `bier as the.nrime intervention

-agent in changing social status in he. sroom. He placed rejectees.and

high-status students in ,work 'groups and had -the teacher encourage rejectee

participation. Atkinson found that rejectees'inc eased in social'sfatus.

.'The Jpresent investigation incorrorated one of Aekinson:s ntervention

4,

strategies.by encouragi ng teacher participation with rejeCtees. Thi5 was
fr.. S.

7 f
facilitated throUgh the CATTS data phone interventions. pre to /

s

.

posttest; reSuttS indicate, it was not by Nanoethat the classroom dynamics
,.

.

l
0

i?.,

.: i...

..'t *-
'. iD 4 .r:
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Table 9 0

Summary of Results

Hypothesis

J

Analysis

Support from In Pfedicted

'Results . Direction

CATTS Feedback as an Instrument of Change

H:1 Teachers receiving' relatively imme-

diate CATTS feedback abo(it specific

interactions with rejecteepupils

reveal significantly higher per-

centage incr9ases in three teacher

categories 4at.es statement, gives

.positive reinforcement, and asks

questions) when compared to teachers

who not receive sit& feedback .

11 4-2 Teachers who receive .immediate

CATTS feedback'following a pdriod

of. baseline observations reveal a

significant percentage.'4ncreasein

the three teacher categories: "lakes

statement, y vesposit'1°.ve reinforce-

ment and a iquestions. (/.

11:3 effect's of immediate CATTS 'feed-

back in increasing targeted teacher

hehaVior.is replicahle among clean-

tary school teachers.
It

//
AY,OVA vt'per.

formq7as vari-

ance within

group is more

than variance

between groups.

Used percent

increase-model.

Mean of Group in-7

crease in Period 2

over Period 1 is

more than that of

Group 2 on all 3

teacher and target

variables.

Mean of Group'1,'

Period 3 iricreas8

over Group 1, Period

2.is more than that

of Croup 1, Period

over Group 1, Peridd;0

fl on all 3 teacher

and target variables.*

Mean of Group 2,

Period 2 increase over

Group 2, Period 3 is

more than Group 2,

Period 2 over Grotip 2,

Period 1 'flowing effect

of CATTS intervention,

and are comparable to g

Group 1, Period 2 over

Grow 1, Period'P

. (rOljcation),

Yes

Yes



Table 9

Summary of Resultst(continued)
1

Hypothesis Analysis

Support from .

Results

In Predicted'

Direction

Proicess Variables Directly Affect

the ProductVariables

11:4 Elementary school pupils i.;ho are

initial ly rejected by their peers

reveal significant positive

Sign test on ATF + = 25

pre to post scares,
I\ -'-:. 5

Yes

.., -.)
..

changes in their ocioriiet r: c
p:: .002

% status as a' function of their

teacher' s .re ai v,in g immediate

CA'r 'S feedbaA on tiree teacher
-,-.

cat Pori es : Mal...es statement ,

.

;iv s positive reim'e .munt,

and asks questions:

11:5 Changes i'n targeted teacher
. Stepwise multiple 54.!13% of AKMF post-

behaviors siorfi cant ly in: regres.5ic , test accounted for Yes
fluence the/change of soci o- overall F sig. .-- .,(25.

metric status f rejected

pupils in Apetimental

(;roup

1(:6' Changes in pupil targefel inter Stepwise mil t p ee 10,386 ANN post
action categories significantly regression. test accounted for,,,f
iifluence changes in the. socio- overall l sig.

riet ric status of rejected

pupils in ExperimenVal (iroup 1.

`ies

4



Table

Summary oT Results continued)

Q.

Process Variables Directly Affect

the Product Variables

H:7 The relationships expfis5ed in

-hypothesis 5 and'hyDothesis 6

are replicrible.

b
(3

Anarysis

ort from In Predicted'

Results- Direction,

Stepwise multiple

regression.
. '

25.687%. (teacher cate-

gories) of WT posttest

accounted for all over

F sig. < .004.

8.85% (target.: cate-

gories) iVIT posttest

accounted for overall

F sig. < .018.

Ye



and pbsttest sderes'changed:in-a posLtive\direction. It ist sigges'eed that,

_through the instiitutio
, 4

the CATTS Aee4hack, teachers and targets began-

to interact more positively. with-eaOVother:" 41!

0' liPre to ne,,,s ittestng scores indicate that teacher-student intera
,

..,

. . -

increased, i.e., most of the rejectqcs' nosttest scores cinnged, in the
. ...q1. .

. . k

positive direction. Twerty7five rejectees increased in social status; two

made no change; and onlyefive regressed in sociometric status. The change

in classro4interactions from pre to posttestingzperiods should he emp'ha-

sized. At the beg(innipg of the studythe 1:7rget--0-10dien were the most

rejected. In theintervening neriod some phenomerraeccurred which caused

the posttest scores and social status to change significantly. Results

indicate that CATTS feedback whcilli the teachers received daily on their

classroom interactions was instrumental in the change.
4

Hypotheses 5, 6, and 7 were concerned with the impact cif theionrodesS

:

variables on the product variable. A stepwise multiple.regreszionwas

applied to these data and all 3 hypotheses were supported. These data

indicate that there wa a direct relationship between the increase inre-

jectee and teacher interactions ;and the Ocrease in rejectee'nostteit socio-
,

metric scores. For ExQerimenSA1 Group 1,'54%.of the variance initpe post-

test scores was attribted'to teacher interaction categories, 10.380% to

the ,target categories, and 6.68°6 to the pretest score. Out of the 65%

of variance contributed by teacher and target categories, 84% was contrib-

uted Ky the teacher categories.

-For Experimental Group 2, 26% of the variance in posttest scor ,ps was

I
attributed to to che categories, 86% to target categories. Out of the

350 of variance contributed by teacher and target-categories, 71% was con-

5

tributecj by .the4teacher category.. TherefOre, there was,a partial replication



_) of the effects predicted by hypothesis 7. Thetotal teacher and target
. -

varia?ice tontributiolis (3556) for Exp mental GroUp 2 were not as

r 9

Experimental Gr F-1 (65%)4urrihi 134y-he due..to classroom compo-.

ksition djfferences.and a'tesidual effect of the CATIrs feedback. Nonethe-

less, in both experimental groUps the teacher-categories contributed

significantly'to change in pupil posttest soci-liMetric scores. Therefore,

the teacher classroom interactions Mere influential in determining nOst-

test score Changes.

Teachers in the present study reported that they saw dtanges in the

..,,t4fiOt pupils' classroom behavior, especially in the academic and social

areas. Many teachers felt that the target students' gained if? reading

skills and seemed to increase their overall school achievement. Other

teachers reported_. that the targets were more popular in playground games

ndseemed-not to fight as'frequently.

In summary, these results suggest that the process variables -

classroom-interactions affected by the CATTF, intervention. are directly

related to positive sociometric changes among 12w-status children.

CATTS Feedback as an Instrument of Change

Teachers in both experimental groups rece,ve,, Immediate post-session

feedback via the CATFS data Phone configUration. But .teachers in Experi-

mental group 1 received 12,teacher feedback opportunities,,while teachers

in Enerimentar GTO= 2 received only seven. Furthermore, the CATTS feed-
.

- hack intervention was instituted during Period 2 (P2) for teachers in

EXperimental Group 1 and during Period 3 (P3) for teachers in Experimental

r,foup 2 (see Figure 2). Therefore,,:it was predated in hypothesis 1 that

Experimental group 1, Reriod 2 would increase significantly over Experi-
4

4

mental Group 2, Period.2 all six interaction ca egories.. The results

86



1;4

1

supported this hypothesis, indiCating that, when the feedbatk,was insti-

tuted,- the//frequency of.theteadher interactions with the target children

Table 8 also shows that the teachers incrtased.il the4fategories which

would haV'e most impact on ImproVing low social, status of a rejected child:-

Teachers in Eiperimental Crour Period;!2 increased 47% in giving praise,

encouragement and positive reinforcement when the CATTS intervention was

instituted. In contrast, teachers in Experim,-ntal Grotip 2, Peritd 2.0.04y

increased by-6%. The effect of the CATTS intervention is evident.

Ae target pupils'. behavior for Experimental group 1, Period 2 increased

by 133.61% in asking questions in contrast to Experimental.Group 2, yeriod'

2,whch decreased Fy -45.00%. This indicates that'rejectees assigned to,

classrooms in which there was no CATTS intervention did not participate

very'often, ,In contrast, rejecfc&d pupils in Experiment,al, Group 1, Period 2,

increased their participation greatly. These results suggest that claw

room teachers were being motivated.b the-CATTS feedback to iarease their

classroom participation. In turn, the teacher behavior correlated with,

the behavior of the target children in the classroom, resulting in-increased

pupil questioning behavior.

Eipothesis 2 pTedicted that group 2, Period 3 group 2, Period 2,

and the results supported this hypothesis. Teachdrs andtarget pupils in

Experimental Group 2 did increase in all interaction categories in: Phase

3 as compared to Phase 2. These result* indicate that the CATTS inter-

vention significantly improved the\teacher categories, especially the

teacher positive feedbaCk category. In Phase 2 there was a 6% impTaveMent

but in Phase 3 it increased t6 99.690 In looking at the target category,

raises hand, there was in increase Tom F,0% to 390% for Phyrse 3. 'Mese

"0.140414.



data again suggest that.tlie CATTS data'phone feedback intervention did

positively influence the classroom dynamics.

Other researeh studies 'nave offered support for'this finding. ,Reearch'

efforts by VanEvery (1971) and Schmitt (1969) found that practice over

time Using CATTS facilitates skill accuisition. NanEvery (1971) found

,1.
that therapist trainees who had received CATTS feedback produced signifi-

-!
.

oantlY more i 1 reinforcement patterns and a higher therapist' reinforce-

ment/patient response than those trainees who received no CATTS feedback.

Schmitt (1969)gave teacher trainees feedback on their use of broad ques-

,Those trainees who received CATTS feedback spent ,significantly

more time using broad questions in'the treatment phase:- in comparison to
./

'.c.the baseline pha,e

Hypothesis 3 predicted that a replication effect would -take

that is.Experimen4al.Group 2, Period 3 . fxperiMental Group 1, Period 2

'fr

Ilefor all six ractionocategories. The replication effect was especially'

evident in the data in the-teacher category,, makes statements (Experi4n

tat Group 1,.Pe iod 2 =`60.66% and Experimental Group 2-,.Reriod 3 = 65.4I% 4600'

ease), and in the target categories of answer questions (Experimental

, Period 2 7- 1544% and Experimental Group 2, Period 3 = 206.27%

/increase).

(Euri apther evidce of replical,ility in the,Tesults can be seen in the
/

increase of quality and frequency of teacher interactions in both Experi-

mental- Group 2, Period 3 and ExperimentaliGrOup 1, Period 2, Because of

the CATTS intervention teachers were more supportive, as indicated by the,.

increase in teacher use of positive reinforcement., But, more importantly,'

there was increase in the target children's participation in,the classroom, ;

as revealed by ehe per e increases in pupil questions and hand raises.
/A

"if
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In conclusion, this study demonstrates how social status can he

increased through the CATTS data phone configuration.. More snecifically,

.a direct relationship was shown between the input yariables (pretest

scores), process variables (classroom interaction as affected by the CATTS

intervention), and the product variables (the posttest scores).

The next chapter discusses the implications of the results for re-

search related to teacher behavior, teacher education and special education.



CHAPTER VI--

IMPLICATIONS

The previous chapters delineated: (a) the problem under investiga-

tion, (b) the literature germane to the' problem, (c) the hypotheses to be

tested,'(d) the method used to test the hyRotheses, (e) the results, and

(f) the discdssion generated from the results. The present chapter fo-

cuses on the implictions of the study for research related to teacher

behavior,,teacher education and special education.

Teacher Behavior Research°

Mitzel (1953) was'one of-the first to try to correlate input and

process with product variables in teacher behavior research. His model

stressed the interactions between: (a) teacher characteristics, (b) envi-

ronment,,(c) teacher behavior, and (d) pupil behavior change. Mitzel empha-.

sized that theoretical paradigms needed to he conceptualized before imple-

mentation of,tacher behavior studies. -Gage-(1972) concurred in the need

of theoretical models to conduct teacher behavior research, which would

allow the researcher to investigate process-product interactions in spe-

cific teaching situations.

.
.Gagne (1970), in a discussion of the Coleman Report, re-emphasized

the need to conduct teacher behavior studies which investigated process-

product,yariable interactions, because teacher behavior research showed a
! : _

dearth of studieS in this field.- In further analysis of 'Coleman's 'results,

Gagne suggested that studies which emphasized process-prOduct variable

relationships needed re-evaluation because theyrwere not pinpointing

specific teacher -pupil behaviors Dunkin and Biddle (19,74), have also pro-
,

O

posed a model which is in accord with the fundamental theoretical framework
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/

of Mittel (1957), Gage (1972), and Gagne (1970,,

In a recent review of the-literature on teacher behavior studies in

special education Semmel, Semmel and Morrissey (1976) also found-a dearth

0
of special education studies which explored input, process, product re1A-

.

tionships. Few investigations were found which correlated observed class-

,

room process with pupil outcomes. Semmel et al; (1976).suggest that the

potehtially most useful investigations in teacher behavior research are

those which incorporate the input, process, product model. They also'

suggest that teacher behavior research must stress reSearchWhiCh incor-

.porates multivariate interactions if the field is to progress toward /

isolating critical attributes of the teaching process.

In the present study a three-stage input, process, product Model

was used to conduct the research in improving law social status of rejected

children. The applicatipn,of tlye theoretical, framework of teacher behavior

research to this study incorporated a modification of the model presented
a.

by SenIe1 et al., 1976 (see Figure 7). The results indicated that the
_

ON,
pupils and teacher classroom interacticihs,-the process variables, signifi-

cantly contributedto the change in product variables on t posttest.

scores.

This study also contributes to the field of teacher behavior research

because it was able to relate specific teacher behaviors to results in

pupil performance. Specifically, the-data showed that teachers asked

.

,

more questions and gave more positive feedback to the rejected children

following the CATTS intervention. Further analysis of the data revealed

that these two specific categorieS of teacher behavior highly correlated

with the gain in social status of the rejected children.

The present investigation has other implications f, Etcher behavior

9
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research because, while rel!tionship i; -stated, it would appear

that teacher behavior is a,significalit variable in altering the social

perceptions

classroom.

encouraging,

-*

of classrdbm peers towards socially rejected pupils in the

In the present study, d a revped that teachers were more
/

nurturing and reinforcing in their interactions with the

rejected children. IFis.suggested that the teachers cbn'tributed to a

chain of events in'the classroom which caused the rejected children to

interact more appropriately. The target children'sidata revealed increases

in thek total classroom participation, especially in asking and answering

The target children's changed ehaviar, together with theque
r
tions.

teachers.' changed behavior, resulted in /gain in their social` status.

'Thus, it is suggested that the teacher behaviors focused on in this study

contributed to changes.in group dynamics, changes that resulted in a gain

in-social'status foe most of the rejectees. In essence, this study

pinpointssarre of the critical attributes in the training process whiCh.

. -
correlate with increases in the social status of rejected children.

Teacher_Traininz.

RevieW,of,the conceptual framework of teacher-training literatu-

reveals thaf'new_emphAsis must be:jiven to defining a set of researc:

activities which identify the methods and principles for the realiza-

of 'a permanent change in teacher behavior, attitudes and knowledge ,(

Semmel F Morrissey, 1976; Turner, 1972). Semmel and his associats.

tain that: "Central to'the 7:-,celt of teacher training is the neeafor

generalizing the re T!. cs

an empirically :ear -.wed

Results from t:', nt

training compone-rs

in teacher tftining towards.build

2tional science of training teacher!

Lgation suggest'the utilization.c

ce teacher training:andparticuV-lv

1_02
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the Competency-Based Teacher Education (CBTE) movement.

Inservice Education

94

A survey of inseritice kaucation reveals that it is an outmoded system

that has not changed the last two decades. It is usually fragmented,

repetitious, and impractical for Classroom implementation..' Buskin (1970)

_notes that insermice training as it exists today has little or no carry-o er

into the teaci4r,claisroofh because the content is so trivial that it

( 4 : --

lacks meaning.fLAa."application to the te'acher's individual needs. Too Dften N
.

?r, 4

typical inservice piogram is either a 1-hour wpSkshop or a 30-mibute

.;

demonstration of a new, ional innovation. ,Iii: addition, inservice is

often inconveniently schtduled for the teacher., It is usually scheduled

at the convenience-rof,the administrators or workshop presenter after school

or on weekends. Thus, teachers must leave their classrooms in order to

gain new skills. Inservice teacher trainees do not use the most natt:-:

setting - the teacher's own classroom.

Thi st =v demonstrates the feasibility of training teach& --

ils

--ealiz, .4h the use of the Computer-Assisted Teacher Train;- -:

-.2ATT mote fiel4 setting, utilizing a data phone confic;_177::i011

eac .dvised of ways in which they could encourage par. 1.ation

in their own. classroom. This in situ skill bui..

--ildren in fhe classroom. This research effort _

v cf interaction of teachers with low social sta-us chi!1.:ren

ficar :reased when teachers were provided with immediate pcist-
.

feedbac. in their classrooms. These teaching behaViors correlated 4

ith y higher posttest sociometric scores--,of low-status ...1,11dr--m.

-,er (19- emphasized the, use of new technology as an innovative

rdrect for in service training. lie suggested that afmodel of inservice



should (a) utilize an on-line real-time computer; (h) take place the

classroom during-the school day; (c).he individually suiteditolarficular

cliisroom needs; (d) involve the teachers' active participation; and (e)

give immediate feedback to the teacher on his/her performance. The present

- investigation has demonstrated the utility of a specific, field-based.

computer technology developed by Semmel and his associates. The implica-.

tions are clear for future uses of (=ATTS in field-based.settings. While_

computef technology remains relatively expersive, t"-.ere --ery reason to

believe that cost-eff4ctiveness ratios wil_ ,;oon suf y fa: lrable

to warrant the feasibility of implementing .77, -s s= aly

throughbut the nation for the purpese of in-

-rominent. workers in the field have

ree. 'fstematic field -baked trainin rmroL:hes, .i.,;e

/

be an ntegraf part-of a Cc7retenc -Base EdLca ....

). -here is a clear need fn- 7,T- progr-lm: .17ect ref-

al accountability demand ,RTE 7ro-7,rams a7' .-(1 'on th7,,

-mponents: (al competency s. ills stated in ben- :erns,

1)) .it, public criteria, and (' ) teacher a:coun=. fi for ne,.-.,-

theseNriteria. Most competency-based teacher ec.u6atlo pr: Tams also

emphasize field setting, protocol and training material , s-stematic prog-,

ress, exit requirements, and systerriatic feedback. CATTF, its part cu-

lar capabilities for capturing, relevant teacher -pupil fulfi
r

-, many of the CBTE criteria. Hence, CATTS has potential or becoming an

integral part of the CBTE approach to teachr training. Tn sys-
,/

tem may well he the only extant method for dealing wit' ,fdasthility

issues raised by the demands of CBTE program ,with speci emphasis on

teacher performance criteria.
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Special Education

Social Status Interventions _

- Recent reviews of social status intervention studies reveal that few

'of the-research efforts have incorporated efficient strategies,,,in changing

social status in the classroom. Only a mall ndmber of studies have, used

the teacher d.s. the- chan7 agent in the intent :ntion rategy.

these studies have -status childrop ut of the clan : =30MS, and

given them'individuul :up counseling

classrooms b> experiment :rs

taken children from their

:Iven them sc..' integrative

and/or (c) given low -st: c Iren Ystar" in plays,

in.icontrast to thF nor__ of'social interventic,

this investigation uses. oL,--15:room.teacher Li .le primary agent

in the regular classi-7- tti7:;-. The revla: gest that the 1...acher'si:

behavior was effecti' _langing the social of the 1o<<- status,

rejected pupils, as ._;rEd sociometric

Mainstreaming'

The placemento: e.:c'eptior.,.... children ir tl public schools has been

a controversial educational concern. Researca regarding the efficacy of

1

homaieneously'grouped spedial classes indicates that: (a) special- classes

fai,166 show significant a-thievement gains in children in special.clas e

/
when compared to children placed in regular classes, (b) special'classets

consistently have a dispranortionate number of minority stadonts, and

,

(c) special
,
classes appeat to stigmatize and /or label children- (Mercer, /

. . .

_1971) . bile to the negative effect
G'

s attributed4.totraditional spefial edu-

cation-placement and the lac) of academic achievement for special crass
Lt

. A . a
,

r-.._. pupils, other alternative program strategies have been suggested and ,..,

1

.. =
/

i implemented.
,

r i

V
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The strategy which is g4ning popularity- Unfortunately, with lit

.tle empirical validity is that of placing exceptional children inta

the relular class. to zeceive instruction for part ..or all of the school

day. Recent literature hasshown that attempts at "mainstreaming" have

not met with a high degree of success. (Gottlieb, Budoff:'1972). More

specifically, the research indicates that handicapped children are not

being, accepted in the regular classrooms becattOof their Socially in-

appropriate behaviors (Goodman, Gottlieb, F, Harrison, 1972). These
c

behaviors ar! often the same ft' all low-status children, regardless of

their educational placement (Gronlund, 1968). Other research studies

indicate that teacher biases

in the regular classroom (Brophy & 'Good, 1974; Shotel, Ian°,

McGettigan, 1970). If the teacher bias theory is plousibleithen .01ht

results of this study would appear to have further implications Eorchang-

ing teacher behaviors in regular classroom-ettings:

Mainstreaming is often difficult.hecause teachers are riot prepared for

the role of teaching handicapped children. This investigation demonstrated(

a significant increase iri the teacher/low-status pupil interactions from

the baseline to treatment phises of the study.( The teachers not only

changed their frequency of interactions with the rejected pupils, but

also the quality of their interactions. The teachers asked questions,

called upon children, answered questions', and gave positive feedback'

more-often at the end of the study than at the begin i g. In addition,

a direct relationship Was shown to exist between the increase of teacher

interactions in the classroom and the score improvements of the low sbcial

status children. Therefore, this-: study has implications faikr Implementing
9

. a teacher-training mainstreaming model. The regular teachers, through the

`.1
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rplementation of a CATTS data phone configuration, could gain new

and- develop positive attitudes towards "exceptional children." CATTS

intervention could reinforce regular classroom teachers' positive beha-

viors when interacting with "mainstreamed" handicapped children. Con-

versely, negative tacher4and/or peer behaviors could he extinguished

, \
I, ,

.
. ,

,

through CATTS Systematic feedback, Hence, through systematiC in situ
GIr

CATTS training, the classroom teacher could beitrained to facilitate the
A..,.,

mainstreaming of handicapped children into his /her classroomf.:

Although this study has shown the effectiveness, of the CATTS data

phone configuration for the modification of teacher -pupil inieraciOns,

the cost-effectiveness of such a system has not been established. Many
w ,-- 4

school corporations have financial limitation? which :make the cost factor`

a serious limitation in adopting a CATTS prograth of inservice training.

;If the system is shown to be efficient and effective ii) developing a

broad range of teaching skills, it could be implemented throughcooper-
.

ative, shared-t(ime'coMputer delivery paradigis voi4..c.1.hjwould significantly

reduce the cost - effectiveness ratio.- -There is clearly a need for cost-
,4,

effectiveness studies of the CATTS delivery systems.

This research investigation was undertaken because there was,a great

need for improved inservice programTying. Research'has shown that insemice '"

training as it exists needs restructuring, since the immediate needs of

the classroom teachers are apparently not being met. ''turner (1972) and

othersesuggest the use of Computer technology to update inservice training

'and make it,field-based oriented. Semillel's (1975) CATTS model incorporates

anon -line real-time computer, delivers training _directly to the classroom
A

during th School day, is'individuallY suited to a teacher's particular

cl assr :needs, involves the teacher's active participation, and provides
t ,

-,-

A
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J

I

4

the teacher with rapid

(

pfeedback regarding class odm erformance. Ig would
,

.

... ,

4, .

4

avpear that CATTS has 'particular merit aSNan i'"ovative inservice training

Iprogram. Perhaps the results of this invest4'ation will stimulate fuither

attempts io utilize CATTS tow4rd improving instructional processes for
,

handicapped pupils and thereby increase.the probability that such children

.14

will-gain a greater acceptance among both their teachers and peels in the--

public schools. N:'

4

0

J
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CHAPTER VII

,'SUMMARY

. ,
. y , ,

,.:,:.
.

, .v,..

The primary purpose of the study was to increASe the low social status

of cajected children in target cl?ssrooms through the in situ inter ntion

4 L

. , .

, of a Ccoiiter-Assisted Teacher Training System 4CATTS). This was facili-

,tated bY. Using a three-stage evaluation model whi h stressed input, process,
4

k

0

and product variable interactions. The input variables were defined as

'thelpupi/s' pretest sociometric scores; the process variables were defiiied
P ,

as the classroom interactions as ther were modified by the CATTS intervention;

and the pioduot variables were defined,as the pupils,' posttest sociometric

Scores.

This study, was. implemented in a field-based setti* 200 miles away
4;

from.the CITH encoding station. Sixteen teachers in an elemen-

tary school setting, as well as 32 low-status children,) were the target
4:,

population. At thebeginning of the study, a sociometric instrument Was

used to determine who were the low-status children in the classrocim. In

each classtO/om, two low-status children were selected on the-basis of'hav-
,

ing the two lowest rankings in the class on the sociometric measures.'

Classrooms (n = 16) were divided into two groups after obtaining baseline
<to

' data on the teacher/low-status pupils' interactive behaVior. Teachers

(n = 16) were paired as high-low interactive.teacherAfth low-status chil- /

dren (Experimental Gioup 1 n = 8, Experimental Group 2 n.r...8). During the

ti-eatment phase, teachers in EXperimental nreup 1 received 12 CA4S post

session feedback opportunities in the format of amidcopy of.a computer

printout, which was'a profile of the classroom teachers' interaction,with

low - status'' children.' Teachers in Experimental Group 2 received only 7
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opportunities, of CATTS post session,hardcopy computer printout feedback.

At the end of study, posttesting orf.socioMetric measures was administered

to all children.

It was hypothesized that teacher and target classroom interactions

in Experimental Group 1 would relate significantly to the change in post-

test scores. TedcberS and pupils in Experimental Group 2 classroom inter-
/

actions were also hypothesized to correlate significantly with the change

in poStteSt' scores. In addition, it was hypothesized`that teacher and

target interactions in the classroom for both Experimental Grouok 1 and 2'

were 'to increase in the periods in which the CATTS intervention was insti-

tuted as compared to periods in which the CATTS-feedback opportunities

were not available. Lastly, a replication effect was hypothesized; that is,

that Experimental Group 1, Period 2 would be equal to Experimental' Group 2,

Period 3.

Analysis of data showed that posttest scores of the rejected pupils

significantly increased from pre to posttesting periods. Data revealed

that teachers increased.in their frequency of giving positive reinforce

mentand asking questions in the classroom as a result of the CATTS data

phone feedback intervention. The analysis of data also showed that the

low-status pupils increased in their classroom interactions with the

teachers from baseline to treatment phases. More importantly, a stepwise

multiple regression analysis showed that increasl in ppsttest'scores was

significantly related'to the increase in teacher interactions in the

classroom.

The results of this investigation indicated that the CATTS interven-

tion influenced the classroom behavior of the teache, which in turn was

directly related to the posttest scores of the rejected pupils. This study,
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then, has implications for modifying teacher behaviors toward altering then

sociometric status Of rejected schoolchildren. Support was offered for

the feasibility of identifying meaningful process-product relationships

in teacher beHavior research.

This investigation, through its utilization of the CATTS data phone

configuration; also has implications for the. development and realization

of innovative in situ inservice teacher-training programs. Through the

use of the CATTS data phone configuikion the teacher could gain specific

skills in the classroom which would facilitate the integration and the

teaching of mainstreamed handicapped children.

The results from this study have shown the modification of teacher
,

behavior by the CATTS intervention, and that such modifications corre-

lated with the increased social acceptance of rejected pupils. It is

suggested that in the future CATTS he used to modify the classroom beha-

-viors of teachers through the development of in situ training programs.
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APPENDIX A

The But t;S'n or Coding Box Configuration
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BUTTON/CODING BOX

4
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enter skip
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APPENDIX B

Indiana Interaction Index

Categories and Definitions

I
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% Indiana Interaction Index

Classroom Observation System.

Categories

1. Asks question

2i. Carts on

3. Answers question

4_ Raise hand

5. Statement

6. Positive°feedback

)

7. No ,response

3
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a

,-.sks-Question

Indiana Interaction Index

Category Definitions

v

a. a response is expected (although a respOnse may no occur).

b. in addition ,one or more of the following conditions must exist.

(1) milsttertain to the lesson (be A task). -.3

(2) can be answered by yes or illo or nod of head.

(3) can be answered by a long descriptive i-esponse.,,
(4) can be angered by art opinion.

i , ) cane require a person to demonstrate/ his understanding of'a
concept, either by defining the concept, by giving examples,

w anifl by summarizing yne concept.

'--,/ 4
Z s on i

; .

...

a. a person is called'by name to respond to a question.
b. a person is directed to answert'question by a nod.

c. a person is directed to answer a question by being po-inted at.

Answers Question .t

125

I. must follow a question and be relevant to it.
b, must be in the form of a ttaXement or relevant motor response.

c. must by on-task. )

d.. in additipn,,at least one of the following conditions must be met:
(1) can be a yes or no response.
(2) can'be nodding-of head is a response.
(3) can be reading aloud, singing,iicounting, shelling or reciting.

(4) can be summarizing, reducing or expanding on inaflormation in .

such a way that he/she is doing more than merely recalling it.

4, Raises Hand

a. must be relevant to the lesson
(1) could folloW a question.

I (2) could follow a statement.
(3) 'could be a response to a question.

I

Makes a,Statement

a. staps facts.
b.' gives opinion.

lectures.
d, rhetorical response.

e, an expansion of fact after giving feedback.

f. prompting.

13
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L

6. Positive Response .e

I

a: must followo response to a. question
(1) repetition of answer verbally.

,----i .

(2) indict on that the response or bellavor is correct-
(3) praisluof the response.
(4)' response is written on board. I II.

',.._

7. No Response
. -

a. must be relevant to the lesson-,
' I. /

(1):could -follow a question'.- --

(2) could follow a statement.
- (3) co 6ld be a response to a question.

I

41 I

If during or after the process Of giving positive. feedback any additional
information is given it is coded as a statement.

Negative' feedback is coded as a statement.

I

VI

13 (-
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APPENDIX C

Instructions for Sociometrfc Testing
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2/74
5/74

Dear Teachers,:

Please follow these exact procedures when giving the sociometric test,
About Me and My Friends in your classroom.

I. HAVE EACH CHILD PUT THEIR OWN NAME AT THE BOTTOM OF THE FIRST SHEET
OP THE TEST.

2. PUT ONLY ONE CHILD'S NAME ON THE BOARD AND T4EN ASK THEIR CLASSMATES
TO RESPOND BY CHOOSING QNE OF THE FACES.

-3. PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT THEO MEANS THAT THEY CAN'T MAKEA DECISION
ABOUT THE CHILD WHOSE -NAME IS ON THE CHALKBOARD BECAUSE THEY HAVE
,NOT KNOWN THEM LONG ENOUGH.

4. PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT THE FACE MEANS THAT THEy LIKE PARTIC-
ULAR CHILD WHOSE NANM IS ON THE CHALKBOARD.

5. PiEASE EXPLAIN THAT THE FACE MEANS THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE ANY
TYPES OF FEELING ABOUT`THE PARTICULAR CHILD WHOSE NAME IS ON THE
CHALKBOARD.

6. PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT THE(P, FACE MEANS
PARTICULAR. CHILD WHOSE NAME IS ON THE C

7. PUT A CHILD'S NAME'ON, THE BOARD UNTIL ALL
BEEN PUT ON THE BOARD.

T THEY DO' NOT LIKE THE
KBOARD.

ASS MEMBERS NAMES HAVE

40k

8. PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT EVERY CHILD CQPIES THE NAMES FROM THE CHALK-
BOARD IN THE CORREWORDER.

9. PLEASE GIVE THE-CHILDREN PLENTY OF TIME TO MAKE THEIR SOCIOMETRIC
CHOICES.

10. PLEASE EMPHASIZE THAT THERE IS NO TIME LIMIT ON THIS ACTIVITY.

11. HAVE CHILDREN RAISE HANDS WHEN THEY HAVE COMPLETED THEIR TEST.

12: PLEASE EMPHASIZE THAT THIS DATA WILL ,BE KEPT. CONFIDENTIAL.

Thank you for your time and cooperation':

3
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APPENDIX D

About Me and My Friends
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YOUR NAME: Mickey

YOUR TEACHER:,



YOUR NAME:

YOUR TEACHER:

0



AP,PENDIY, E.

Reading the' Computer Printout
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LONGFELLOW PROJECT

READING THE COHPUTER 7EEDBAGK PRINTOUT

14c

c.
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TEACHER:
TARGET 1:
TARGET 2:

CODER:

DATE:

TIME:
(

CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION INDEX

INTERACTIONS

SOURCE FREQUENCY

TEACHER TO TARGET 1
TEACHER TO TARGET 2
TEACHER TO OTHERS
'PUPILS TO TARGET 1
PUPILS TO TARGET 2

PARTICIPATION CATEGORY SUMMARY. (FREQ)

CATEGORY TEACHER TARGET 1 TARGET 2. OTHERS

ASK ?"5
CALLS ON
ANSWERS ?
HANDS UP \
STATEMENT
POSITIVE FB
NO RESPONSE.

TOTAL

TARGET 1
TARGET 2
OTHERS

PARTICIPATION INDEX

(o OF TOTAL CODES)

14 3,
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PRINTOUT

The preceeding page is a reproduction of a computer printout. 1t is

like the one that you'll he receiving during this phase of the study.

The following pages are to be used a a guide in understanding your
L' '

feedback printout.

HEADINGS

Each printout has several major headings:. The headings on your

printout will include: TEACHER; TARGET #l; TARGET #2; CODER; DATE

and TIME INTERACTIONS; PARTICIPATION CATEGORY SUMMARY; and PARTICIPA-

TION INDEX.

1. TEACHER The two-digit number identifies the teacher be,ing

observed. The first nulber indicates the grade) i.e.,

1-4; the second number identifies the section 1-4.

Thus, 1-4 identifies the fourth section of the first

grade.

2. PUPIL TARGET #1 and TARGET #2 - These are the two children in

your classroom which we have been observing during the

pastmthireweeks. These children we selected .for

observation because the ,J.were most rejected'by their

classroom peers on a so

le

3. 'CODER This two-digit number PIgntifies the observe who A

coding the teaching interaction behaviors. Th e are

x coders who are observers in this study, 0-1 - 0-6.,

etric instrument

4

14
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DATE - This five-or six-digit code identifies the month, date

and year in wlich'the teaching observation was made.

4

S. TIME This ten dligit entry identifies the time of day in which
, .

the observation was made i.e., 9:30 10:00.

6. INTERACTION This heading identifies all interactions that are

cognitive o academic in nature that have transpired in

the classroom as observed by coders -using the Indiana /0

Interaction Index (I.I.I.).

a.. TEACHER TO TARGET #1 - indicates the frequency or

number of interactions that occurred between the

target Ihild one and the teacher.

b. TEACHER TARGET #2 Indicates the freque cy or

number of interactions that occurred between the

target child two and the teacher.

c. TkCHER TO3 OTHER - Indicates the frequency total

number of int racOons that occurred between the

teacher and a 1 other cUildren in the classroom
11

4

excluding target #1 and target #2.

rt,

d. PUPILS TO TARGET #1 -Identifiei all interaction

that were cognitive in nature which occurred between

target # one .and all other children in the classroom.

e. PUPILS TO TARGET #2 - IdentifieS-all interactions

that were cognitive in nature which occurred between

target # two. and all other children in th4 classroom.

1LM

3
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.7. CATEGORY SUMMARY Thisheading specifies the categories which

are contained in the observation instrument (1.1.1.),

whidh was utilized by the observers in your classroom.
,

a. The first Column, CATEGORY, identifies the Indiana

Interaction Index category. The 1.I.I. contains

seven categories: 1. Asks question

2. Calls on

LS

3. Answers question

4. Raises hand

S. Makes a atement

6. Gives prFiti7e feedback

7. No respc-Jse.

.137

C-

b. The second colump, TEACHER, indicates how often the

teacher was observed displaying these seven part.j/CUlar
A

behaviors.

c. The third column, TARGET #1, indicates how often

this pupil was observed ii aying these seven
i

yticular

behaviors.

d. The ourth column, TARGET #2, indicates how often this

pupil was observed displaying these seven particular

behaviors :

e. The fifth: column, OTHERS, indicates how often all other

children in the classroom excluding target #1 and target

#2 were observed displaying these seven particular

behaviors.

l4
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8. PARTICIPATION INDEX,- This heading indicates a percent ratio of

dI

''t

the total teacher-pupil and pupil pupil interactions

occurring in the classroom.

&GET #1 The TARGET #1 percent ratiois compiled

kr taking the total interactions occurring between the

teacher and other pupils and the TARGET PUPIL #1, over

thetotal teacher-pupil and i..,2ractions

elicited. in the classroom.

TARGET #2 - The TARGET #2 percent 'ratio is compiled

bj taking the total interactions between the. teacher

138

and other pupils ava the TARGET PUPIL #2 over the grand

total of interzctions occurring between teacher-pupil

altd

OTI1ERS -The OTHFP'' -rent eking the total

nteract'i( Jarring ,JeL:;een the teacher and other pupils

Ov( the grand total of interactions Occurring between

teacher- pupils,' and pupils-pupils including TARGET #1 and

TARGET

i

1

40-
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